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ABSTRACT
The problem I address in this study is the persistence of inequity and low-self-concept
among Black students. This study examines the ways in which dark-skinned African American
girls’ educational experiences support or impair their identity development. It adds to the body of
knowledge by exploring personal journeys toward self-awareness amid family, school, and
societal realities. While research exists regarding the achievement gap between Black students
and other groups and the efforts to close that gap, research that specifically addresses the needs
of Black girls is lacking. This study is significant because it brings attention to an
underrepresented group, Black girls. Further, this study recognizes and attends to the nuances
among this group by focusing on dark-skinned African American girls. Self-concept does affect
the achievement of students. However, this study investigates self-concept in a new way. It
considers the internal processing of self-awareness and identity formation. The purpose of the
study is to examine the ways in which African American girls’ educational experiences support
or impair their identity development.
This qualitative study uses the transcendental phenomenological approach to describe the
educational experiences of dark-skinned African American middle grades and high school girls
as they develop and explore their identities. I interviewed African American girls who perceive
themselves as dark-skinned about their educational experiences and how these experiences have
or have not supported their understanding and perceptions of their own heritage and Black
identity. Findings show that the participants perceived the school environment to be hostile and
unsupportive of their identity development.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Background
Stark racial inequities exist in the American educational system. Black students fall
behind White students in academic achievement. Black students have lower test scores and
graduation rates than almost all other groups. The efforts to close the achievement gap have
lasted for decades. Making sure all students receive a quality education was one of the aims for
the federal No Child Left Behind act of 2001. Since NCLB mandated that schools address the
disparity between White and Black students, closing the achievement gap has been the subject of
much speculation, discussion, and research in the field of education. The Every Student
Succeeds Act (2015) replaced NCLB and sought to improve upon the law by pursuing equity in
the educational system.
The literature on this topic shows that efforts to help Black students overcome negative
perceptions, face the reality of racism, and build on the strengths of Black heritage and traditions
relates positively to Black students’ self-esteem and educational outcomes (Braden et al., 2020;
Chavous et al., 2008; Graves, 2014; Jones et al., 2018; Jones-DeWeever, 2009; Ladson-Billings,
1995; Thomas et al., 2009). Though Black girls have unique identity challenges that should be
addressed, most research attends to the conditions of Black boys (Chavous et al., 2008; JonesDeWeever, 2009; LDF & NWLC, 2014; Mims & Williams, 2020). This is why it is important to
examine the ways in which Black girls’ educational experiences support their identity
development. Further, it is important to acknowledge and explore the various differences among
Black girls, which include class, birthplace, region, and skin tone (Adams et al., 2020; Hannon et
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al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2009). The present study will examine the educational experiences of a
subgroup of Black girls, African American girls who consider themselves dark skinned.
It is important to note that I do not use African American and Black interchangeably. I
use the term Black when referring to anyone whose ancestors originated from the continent of
Africa. This could include people living in Africa, people who recently migrated from Africa,
people from or living in the Caribbean or Latin America, or people born in the United States. In
this paper, the term Black is used when discussing existing research or general theories and ideas
related to Black people and Black students in general, which could include Africans, African
Americans, or anyone in the African diaspora. The present study focuses on a unique group
within the Black community, dark-skinned African American girls. Therefore, when I am
specifically referring to this present study, I use the term African American. According to
critical race theorists and other research and discussion about race, racism, and racial
experiences, race is a social construct (Lynn & Dixson, 2013). In the United States, it was
created and perpetuated to maintain a racial hierarchy and structure based on proximity to
Whiteness (Bonilla-Silva, 2004; Wilkerson, 2020). Though this system was contrived, the effects
of it are real (Zuberi & Bonilla-Silva, 2008). Also, it is important to recognize that the people
who experience the effects of this system have been and are agents in the forging of unique and
distinct cultural traditions and ideologies that have actively and consciously resisted oppression
and White supremacy (Fanon et al., 2021). In order to recognize the cultural heritage as well as
clarify the political effects of racial stratification, some theorists decided to identify African
peoples as Black, capitalizing the “B” to distinguish the term from identification based solely on
phenotype. Sometimes, it is also necessary to analyze differences among people of African
descent (Agyemang et al., 2005). Both racial and ethnic identity are fluid, subjective, and hard to
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define (Bonilla-Silva, 2006; Burton et al., 2010). People should not be characterized by false
biological classifications, and it is difficult to delineate culture and ethnicity because they are
subjective and evolving (Agyemang et al., 2005). Still, it is important to study the effects and
realities of oppressive racial structures (Zuberi & Bonilla-Silva, 2008). Emphasis on ethnic
categories and distinctions have been used to de-emphasize and deny the reality of racism and
move toward an ideology of colorblindness (Bonilla-Silva, 2004; Bonilla-Silva, 2006). The term
Black has been promoted by theorists who want to recognize race as a social construct, racism as
a societal and political reality, and the people who experience the effects of racial stratification as
agents in their own lives. In this research, I follow this course by using the term Black to refer to
people of African descent and the term African American to refer to a specific subgroup of Black
people. I in no way intend to assert that these terms are conclusive or definitive beyond their use
for clarification in this paper.
In the monumental Brown v. Board case, the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP) used the “Doll Test”, a study conducted by psychologists Kenneth
and Mamie Clark (1947), to argue that segregation negatively impacted the self-image of Black
students (K.B. Clark & M.P. Clark, 1947). The Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
decision (1954) was expected to lead to equality. Among the data presented to the court, lawyers
for the NAACP used the “Doll Test”, an experiment in a study conducted by psychologists the
Clarks, to argue that segregation negatively impacted the self-image of Black students. When
presented with dolls of varying skin tones, the Black students in the study repeatedly selected the
White dolls as the prettiest, smartest, and nicest. The NAACP was victorious, and de jure school
segregation ended. Many schools in the South were legally integrated by the 1980s. However,
some counties and school districts were monitored by the federal government until they were
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determined to be sufficiently integrated. Yet, the so-called “Doll Test” has been repeated several
times with researchers getting the same results as the Clarks got and students repeatedly
expressing issues with skin tone, leading some to question the success of desegregation (Byrd et
al., 2017; Jones-DeWeever, 2009; Mims & Williams, 2020; Oyserman, 2001). In one more
recent replication of the doll experiment, researchers found that while Black students in the study
no longer preferred the White doll, the students still favored lighter dolls (Byrd et al., 2017).
Since 1969, the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has measured the
achievement of America’s schools and students. NAEP reports have shown that there was some
initial narrowing of the gap between Black and White students just after integration, but then that
progress slowed, stalled, and even receded in some cases. Now, the gaps are closing, but
inequities remain (NCES, 2013). According to NCES (2019) data, the quality of education
students receive depends very much on their zip codes and even more on the color of their skin.
Researchers question why integration was unsuccessful in bringing an end to educational
inequality. Others question whether integration was the appropriate tool to solve the problem of
disparity and bring an end to negative self-image in African American students that the Clarks
documented in 1947 (Der, 2004; Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; V.G. Morris & C.L. Morris, 2002;
Powell & Fuller, 1970). Siddle Walker (2000) asserts the merits and benefits of separate schools
for Black children, challenging the assumption that Black students and teachers were passive
victims in segregated schools. Of course, these are complex questions with over 400 years of
complicated conditions and possible answers. However, that does not mean answers should not
be sought. There are many potential interventions that can be implemented to aid in bringing
about educational equity.
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Statement of the Problem
The problem I address in this study is the persistence of inequity and low-self-concept
among Black students. The pernicious problem of educational inequity is well-researched but
unyielding. Decades after the landmark Brown v. the Board of Education of Topeka (1954)
Supreme Court decision called for equality in education, inequality persists. This is not due to
lack of research and policy measures. As mentioned, the NAACP, used the Clark’s “Doll Test”,
to argue that segregation negatively impacted the self-image of Black students (K.B. Clark &
M.P. Clark, 1947). The NAACP used the seminal Clark experiment to demonstrate the negative
impact of the academic experience of Black children on the self-esteem of Black children. The
NAACP won, but the so-called “Doll Test” has been repeated with researchers getting similar
results as the Clarks (Byrd et al., 2017). This is why it is necessary to continue the exploration of
educational experiences and expressions of self-concept among Black students.
Research concerning Black girls exists in educational literature. However, because of the
perceived special challenges of African American males as it relates to education and other areas
of public policy, much of the work and focus related to Black students’ negative self-concepts
and educational experiences has been on Black boys (Crenshaw et al., 2015; Morris, 2016).
However, Black girls are just as much at risk (LDF, 2014). Also, there are unique experiences
among Black girls. Therefore, the particular needs of Black girls call for nuanced attention to
these girls in academic research (Adams et al., 2020; Hannon et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2009).
Rationale for the Study
For this study, I examine the ways in which dark-skinned African American girls’
educational experiences support or impair their identity development. I add to the body of
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knowledge by exploring personal journeys toward self-awareness amid family, school, and
societal realities. Studies have already shown that a positive sense of racial identity and
connection to racial heritage increases achievement in Black girls (Jones-DeWeever, 2009).
Research has also shown that students who participate in ancestry research, including interviews
with family members, creations of family trees, genealogy research, and oral history projects,
report a positive experience of increased self-knowledge (Bahr, 1990; Sleeter, 2008). Though
self-concept in relationship to education was central to Brown v. Board and has been studied in
Black students, external factors have been the focus of research. An exploration of internal
processes and support for those processes is important in contributing to the understanding of the
stubborn educational problem of persistence of inequity and low-self-concept among Black
students.
In educational research, it is necessary to consider differences between and among groups
(Crenshaw et al., 2015; Lynn & Dixson, 2013; Young et al., 2018). Data are often analyzed in
aggregate form without considering the existence, meaning, and implications of such differences
(Young et al., 2018). When differences are analyzed, it is often done quantitatively and without
regard for underlying factors that might contribute to and explain disparities and variances
(Kozleski, 2017). It is also necessary to examine the convergence of traits and the experience of
such convergence in the lived experiences of individual students (Chavous et al., 2008; Young et
al., 2018). Research into racial inequities often looks at Black students in general or focuses on
Black boys. For this reason, this study delves into the ways in which race and gender produce
unique educational experiences for Black girls. I go even further to appreciate the nuanced
differences among Black girls by focusing on dark-skinned African American girls.
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It is important to determine African American girls’ educational and developmental
experiences today. Historically, the Clarks’ (1947) doll experiment found that Black students had
been negatively psychologically impacted by the experience of racism and oppression in the
United States. They had come to internalize White people’s negative perceptions of Black
people. The NAACP argued that segregation caused self-hatred in Black children and that the
desegregation of public schools would help to improve their condition. Still, these disparities
persist 18 years since NCLB and nearly 70 years after the Brown v. Board of Education Supreme
Court decision. Negative self-perceptions and inequities still exist (Chavous et al., 2008; Graves,
2014; Hurd et al., 2012; Oyserman et al., 2001; Mims & Williams, 2020; Thomas et al., 2009).
This study asks whether African American girls’ educational experiences support their identity
development to alleviate the condition of negative self-perception through the development of a
positive personal, racial, and gender identity.
Significance of the Study
While research exists regarding the achievement gap between Black students and other
groups and the efforts to close that gap, research that specifically addresses the needs of Black
girls is lacking (LDF, 2014). Studies on the self-concept of Black children and the relationship to
their educational success dates back at least 70 years (Clark, K.B. & Clark. M.P., 1947). Even
though studies show the positive impact of teaching tools such as ancestry research on students’
self-concept, the specific impact of such strategies on Black students is absent (Bahr, 1990;
Sleeter, 2008). Research suggests that exposure to Black history impacts Black students in a
positive way (Braden et al., 2020; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 2003; Traore, 2007).
Yet, teachers often struggle to include Black history in curricula (Bertrand 2014; Garrett, 2011;
Henfield & Washington, 2012; King, 2019; Ladson-Billings, 2003; Metz, 2018; Mosley &
7

Rogers, 2011; Patton & Jordan, 2017). Central to the monumental Brown v. Board of Education
case was the relationship between self-concept and Black student educational progress. Though
the NAACP attorneys won the case, Black students still struggle to make progress over 70 years
later. One of the arguments of the case tied self-concept to integration, which is dependent on
systems and forces outside of the individual. I do not argue against the importance of addressing
the system of segregation. However, this study adds another avenue of exploration of Black
students’ self-concept in terms of internal experience. I will attempt to add to the body of
knowledge by exploring personal journeys toward self-awareness that involve identity
development and support for that development that could include teaching methods, lessons, and
curricula related to topics such as Black studies and family history research. Though this journey
lasts throughout the life of an individual, it is especially salient during adolescence (Burt &
Halprin, 1998). The father of Black history, Dr. Carter G. Woodson, stressed the need for Black
people to understand their contributions to the world and humanity. Other researchers have
argued the need for self-awareness. More research is needed on the role of self-concept
specifically as it relates to the internal identity development of Black students. I will record and
describe the processes and reactions to the processes of Black female students on a journey of
self-discovery. The analyses of the girls’ experiences provide the opportunity for new insights
on the educational experience of Black girls who are in a critical developmental stage of learning
about themselves. This study is significant because it gives attention to an underrepresented
group, Black girls. Further, this study recognizes and attends to the nuances among this group by
focusing on dark-skinned African American girls. Self-concept does affect the achievement of
students. However, this study investigates self-concept in a new way. It looks at the internal
process of self-awareness. The results reveal aspects of inner locus of control among African
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American girls that have implications for the way in which educators support the identity
development of those who have darker skin tones.
Research Questions
Qualitative research seeks to investigate a problem by describing conditions and
experiences through the collection and analysis of rich and complex data in natural settings
(Cresswell & Poth, 2018). Reviewing the extant literature on the problem helped me develop
questions that will guide and structure my research (Agee, 2009). According to Agee, the
research questions should explain and clarify the study as well as help the researcher remain
focused during the exploration of the phenomenon. I began with the following primary research
question, which called for the support of narrower and more specific sub questions.
What are the educational experiences of dark-skinned African American adolescent girls
as they develop their cultural and personal identities?
Sub Questions:
a. What are dark-skinned African American girls’ perceptions of their cultural and

personal identities?
b. How do dark-skinned African American girls’ educational experiences influence their

identity development?
c. How does complexion influence self-concept and educational experiences among

dark-skinned African American girls?
To answer these questions, I chose the transcendental phenomenological approach in
order to home in on the perceptions and experiences of the participants by separating from my
own assumptions and preconceptions as much as possible (Moustakas, 1994). I wanted to
9

accentuate the voices of African American girls, an often overlooked and misunderstood
population by allowing the girls to speak for themselves (Mims & Williams, 2020).
Transcendental phenomenology seeks to move beyond assumptions to describe the perceptions
of experiences as purely and essentially in terms of the ones who are perceiving as possible
(Moustakas, 1994). Therefore, this research is not bound to theoretical assumptions. However,
critical race theory does influence my commitment to trust, shared authority, and reciprocity
(Freire, 1970; Lynn & Dixon, 2013). Based on the empowerment and respect of the participants,
the research questions should not presume or lead to answers. They must be adaptable and
flexible, and any assumptions must be open to challenge (Agee, 2009). Agee says it is common
for qualitative research to be inspired by the deep interest and emotional attachment of the
researcher. This is why I made sure to employ methods that include and uplift participants as
well as acknowledge my own biases and beliefs (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Flint & Keefer, 2020;
Lynn & Dixon, 2013). As my level of understanding increased, I allowed the questions to evolve
and narrow if necessary to align more closely with the phenomenon as perceived and described
by the participants (Cresswell & Poth, 2018).
Statement of Positionality
I experienced a challenging period during my own adolescence, where I began to fail
academically. After reflecting on this experience, I discovered that my failures were the result of
a lack of self-confidence, agency, and self-awareness. As an African American female student
whose potential was often overlooked and whose failings were seen by educators not as an
indication of a need for further support but instead as proof of a lack of ability, the absence of
these attributes proved detrimental. I have also discovered that my experience as a student was
not an isolated one. Therefore, I wanted to empower students to overcome their challenges by
10

discovering their own strengths and inner motivation. As a teacher, I established a program
designed to encourage leadership, confidence, and academic excellence among Black and
minority girls. My experience with this program and reflection on my own personal history as a
Black woman opened my eyes to the invisibility of these girls. I am also a dark-skinned African
American woman who has experienced and has been negatively impacted by colorism in my
own childhood. I am aware that my membership in the community of Black women and my
investment in bringing attention to the needs of this community could possibly help and hinder
my exploration. My closeness to the topic can give me insight into the community that others do
not possess. Studying this community could also bring awareness to a group that has been
ignored. However, I must be careful not to let my proximity to the subject limit or obscure my
perspective as a researcher. In many ways I am the girls in the proposed study. However, it is
important for me to remember that in some ways, I am not them. I cannot make assumptions
about these girls based on my own experiences or my own goals as an educator. To avoid the
undue influence and application of my own experiences in interpreting the experiences of
participants, I will use the process of bracketing to remain conscious of my own biases and
assumptions while setting them aside (Hollenbeck, 2015). I will also remain reflexive and open
to questions instead of bound to answers (Skukauskaite et al., 2018).
Definition of Terms
African American- Any person born in the United States of America whose ancestors migrated to
what is now the U.S.A. during the transatlantic slave trade.
African Diaspora- The community of people whose ancestors lived on and/or migrated from the
continent of Africa, especially those who migrated to any of the colonies or countries in the
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Caribbean, Europe, Latin America, North America, or South America during the transatlantic
slave trade.
Africana Womanism- A theory developed by Clenora Hudson-Weems to support the wellness,
liberation, and advancement of Black people through the wellness, liberation, and advancement
of Black women. This theory is distinguished from feminism, Black feminism, and womanism
due to its commitment to Afrocentricity and holistic liberation of Black people.
Afrocentricity- A theory that promotes the self-determination and self-definition of Black people
based on the adherence to and appreciation for the values, beliefs, contributions, and cultural
practices of Black people.
Black- Any person who has partial or total African ancestry and who identifies as such. This
would include people who live on or who have migrated from the continent of Africa as well as
people in the African diaspora.
Black Identity Development- The processes by which a Black individual perceives the condition
and characteristics of Blackness and his or her relationship to Blackness.
Colorism- Differential treatment based on skin tone, hair texture, and/ or facial features.
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy- A pedagogical theory developed by Gloria Ladson-Billings that
believes in the effectiveness of teaching practices and methods that incorporate, value, and
support minoritized students’ cultural identities and critical consciousness.
Critical Consciousness- The process by which minoritized individuals become aware of systems
and historical factors that contribute to their current condition of oppression and actively plan
and execute strategies for liberation.
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Critical Race Theory- A theoretical framework inspired by Derrick Bell that asserts that racism
is a system of policies and practices that establish and maintain racial inequality and oppression
of non-White groups that is historic and perpetual in American society.
External Influences on Development- The people, experiences, conditions, and factors that affect
the ideas, feelings, and beliefs of an individual.
Identity- An individual’s understanding and awareness of his or her character, personality,
values, and relationship to others.
Internal Processes of Development- The stages and phases that an individual undergoes while
coming to awareness and understanding of his or her personhood.
Intersectionality- A theory developed by Kimberle Williams Crenshaw that asserts that the
combination of traits in an individual results in a unique experience of oppression,
discrimination, and marginalization that must be acknowledged and examined.
Self-Concept- An individual’s awareness of and understanding of his or her individual value,
ability, and potential.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction to the Literature
In this chapter, I review and critique the research and scholarship on the role of identity
development when it comes to the educational experience of Black girls. Although studies in
identity development among Black students have examined external factors such as the impacts
of institutional racism, negative perceptions/stereotypes from school, media and society and
family dysfunction when it comes to academic achievement among Black students, these studies
have not explored the complexities, nuances, or educational potentialities of the internal
processing of identity among Black girls. As such, this literature review provides additional
insight into the complex nature of identity development among Black students as it considers the
intersect of race and gender as well as the shades of difference within gender. The analytic focus
on pedagogical theory and practices that facilitate the internal identity development process
among Black girls provides another insight.
Themes in the literature show external factors influence the identity development of
Black girls, the ways in which Black girls process and perceive their identity influences their
academic engagement and achievement, programs and practices that support positive identity
development in Black girls benefits them academically and psychologically, and research on
Black identity development and academic achievement must consider the complexity of Black
students.
Black Identity Development
The ways in which membership in a group relates to the development of identity has been
the subject of research at least since the 20th century (Erikson, 1959; Freud, 1923). Many
14

educators learned as a part of teacher preparation programs that human beings proceed through
several common stages beginning at birth that are sequential and prerequisite for successful and
healthy life adjustment and fulfillment (Erikson, 1959; Marcia, 1966; Maslow, 1943). The
choices and conditions at each stage determine entry into and experience in the next, with
adolescence being the most significant stage in self-discovery (Erikson, 1959; Marcia, 1966).
Though these theories shaped the understanding of child development, which influenced
pedagogy, they were problematic because they did not include a fair or realistic assessment of
diverse groups. Although Eurocentric theories can be detrimental when applied to analyzing and
teaching Black children because these theories were not developed based on Black children or
even with Black children in mind, they are the universally accepted standard (Nunley, 2020). For
example, when it comes to Black people, early models of Black identity development focused on
deficits (Erikson, 1959). In his early deliberation, Erikson suggested that, due to the slavery
experience, Black people were childlike and incapable of true self-actualization or selfdetermination.
W.E.B. Du Bois was the first to do empirical research, but he was ignored by the
academy. His work such as the Philadelphia Negro (1899) used empirical data to disprove the
inferiority and immorality of African Americans. He provided evidence that racism and not
depravity was the cause of the unequal conditions of Black people. Du Bois also introduced the
concept of double consciousness, asserting that African Americans must develop dual and often
competing identities, the American self perpetually deeming the African self to be inadequate.
The Clarks’ monumental (1947) study demonstrated this self-hatred among Black students.
Nunley (2020) says when applying Eurocentric standards to assess Black children, these children
are often labeled as substandard. These students then have to operate under the assumption that
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they are defective, looking at themselves through an oppressive lens. However, European
ideologies are not the only ones that exist. Theories that were developed with Black children in
mind should also be considered when teaching and assessing Black children (Berry, 2017;
Hudson-Weems, 2019; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Nunley, 2020).
Studies have shown the importance of overcoming Black students’ negative perceptions
of Black people. Akbar (1996) says that humans, unlike other beings, need to have a healthy selfconcept and a sufficient understanding of self in order to function properly. Du Bois (1903) and
Woodson (1933) both said the educational system is crucial in helping individuals form identity.
Unfortunately, these writers also say the American public-school system has impaired the
concepts of African American children by neglecting them in many ways. One way has been
ignoring the achievements, contributions, and significance of African Americans and other
minorities in social studies curricula or providing a superficial, colorblind, and uncritical Black
history narrative (Busey & Walker, 2017; King, 2017; King et al., 2012; Reynolds & Kendi,
2020; Shuster & SPLC, 2011; Ladson-Billings, 2003).
The study and understanding of Black identity development have evolved and become
more complex. Earlier researchers used Cross’s (1971) Nigrescence model of racial identity
development which determined that there are five stages of racial identity development. Those
stages include: (1) Pre-encounter- The individual accepts that European standards, characteristics
and behaviors are superior to all others; (2) Encounter- The individual faces an experience that
challenges the pre-encounter notions; (3) Immersion/Emersion- The individual comes to value
the standards, characteristics and behaviors of people of African descent; (4) Internalization- The
individual feels secure enough in his or her identity to be able to function and thrive in society
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outside of his or her own ethnic/ racial community. (5) Internalization Commitment- The
individual participates in causes and activities to contribute to the uplift of Black people.
In earlier studies on this topic, researchers found a negative relationship between Black
students’ association with their race and academic outcomes. Researchers drew from Fordham
and Ogbu’s (1986) seminal work that explained how African American’s who identify strongly
with Blackness associate academic attainment with Whiteness and therefore reject or hide
Blackness. They called this the “acting White” phenomenon. Other researchers discussed in this
review say earlier findings may be the result of oversimplification. They say other factors must
be considered when concluding how racial identity relates to academics. For example, when one
considers the students who express a strong connection to a Black identity, one must also ask
what do these students know and believe about the history and accomplishments of Black
people. Just because a student feels connected to his or her own race does not mean that student
has a good opinion of the race. If a student connects to his or her own race but does not believe
in the abilities of the people of that race, would that lead them toward achievement or failure? If
these same students were taught about the contributions of people of African descent, would that
make a difference in their school experience?
More recent researchers have challenged the notion that attachment to Black identity
leads to academic failure, arguing that the phenomenon is more complex than Black racial
identification causing students to fail in school (Graves, 2014; Jones et al., 2018; Mims &
Williams, 2020; Oyserman, 2001; Thomas et al., 2009). Researchers have found a positive
relationship between Black students’ development of racial identity and the students’ academic
attainment (Chavous et al., 2003; Chavous et al., 2008; Graves, 2014; Hurd et al., 2014; Jones et
al., 2018; Jones-DeWeever, 2009; Oyserman, 2001; Thomas et al., 2009). A popular model used to
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delve into the complexities of racial development in Black people is the Multidimensional Model
of Racial Identity (MMRI). Sellers et al. (1998) developed the MMRI to consider the
multifaceted nature of racial identity development and expound on how the different parts of
one’s racial concept can interact with each other to produce a racial self. The MMRI is measured
using the Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity (MIBI). The MMRI includes the
categories of salience, centrality, regard, and ideology. Salience refers to how extensively a
person relates his or her race to that person’s self-concept during a specific context or situation.
Centrality deals with a person’s attachment to race and how important he or she considers it in
relationship to one’s personal definition of oneself. Regard relates to how a person perceives his
or her own race (private regard) and how that person believes others perceive it (public regard).
Ideology refers to an individual’s beliefs and perceptions of acceptable and unacceptable
behavior exhibited by members of the race. I lean on the MMRI model in my consideration of
identity development among African American girls.
External Influences
Black girls often develop their ideas about themselves based on messages they get from
family, school, and society. They have to deal with racism, discrimination, and negative
stereotypes. School has a great influence on these girls’ racial awareness (Mims & Williams,
2020). Mims and Williams found that a girl’s first encounter with the concept of race often
happens during a history lesson about slavery. Because these lessons are usually not couched in
historical context that supports critical consciousness, the girls connect race and their Blackness
to slavery. This connection contributes to negative self-perception as the girls are not given the
tools with which to understand themselves but instead learn to view themselves through the
distorted societal lens. Further, Williams and Moody (2009) examined the ways in which Black
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girls growing up fully emersed in digital spaces come to know and define themselves. They
found that Black girls are exposed to existing stereotypes that are sometimes heightened and
emphasized with no opportunity for contextualization or critical examination. They learn from
social media influencers and celebrities to “brand” themselves for acceptance. While social
media could provide a space for the girls to define and express themselves, without the proper
knowledge and support, these definitions and expressions can be dysfunctional and toxic.
Though the private regard component of racial identity development has been found to
have a greater impact than public regard, students’ perceptions of society’s opinions of Black
people (public regard) cannot be overlooked. Studies show that public regard does have an effect
on Black students’ self-esteem and educational outcomes. In addition to their findings regarding
students’ own opinions of and attachment to Blackness, Chavous et al. (2003) found a positive
relationship between high public regard and feelings of attachment to school. Unfortunately,
Thomas et al. (2009) describe how African American and Caribbean students perceive
discrimination and racism in society and school. Many of the students in the study did not feel
that their teachers believed in them or felt positively about them. This affected their academic
self-concept and results. Chambers and Tabron’s (2013) study shows further evidence of Black
students’ perceptions and experiences with institutional discrimination. Their case study on the
experience of high-achieving students of color described the stress and negative psychological
impact of persevering through perceived discriminatory behavior and sacrificing Black centrality
to fit in and meet the demands of academic spaces in which they feel alien and unwanted. Tatum
(2004) conducted another study of high achieving Black students who had attended
predominantly White schools and who had grown up in predominantly White communities.
These students experienced isolation, stigmatization, ostracism, and identity confusion. Black
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parents often have to make the choice between schools that will support and nurture their
children and schools that will enhance transcripts (Der, 2004).
In her groundbreaking work on the experience of Black girls in integrated classrooms,
Grant (1984) discusses the “adultification” of Black girls. Whereas White girls’ maturity was
tied to potential, Black girls’ maturity was often viewed as either inappropriate or sometimes
useful and even endearing but in no way a reflection of academic ability. Black girls’
experiences in the classrooms do not support their achievement or ascendance in society. To the
contrary, school reinforces negative stereotypes and perceived social status (Grant, 1984; Young
et al., 2018). Black girls are expected to be more mature and responsible and are seen as less
innocent than other girls (Grant, 1984; Young et al., 2018). Researchers suggest that Black girls’
negative achievement patterns are a result of existing socialization practices. They say Black
girls are expected to take on high levels of responsibility and leadership. Yet, when they do
achieve, it is often ignored (Grant, 1984; Lim, 2008; West-Olatunji et al., 2020; Young et al,
2018). Instead of encouragement and mentoring, high-achieving Black girls get the indirect
messages from their teachers that the girls are unworthy and do not belong in advanced courses
(Burney, 2010; Chambers & Tabron, 2013; Lim, 2008; O’Connor et al., 2011; Rowland &
Shircliffe, 2016). The researchers also suggest Black parents are seen as a detriment, because
they are assumed to be uninvolved. However, these parents are often not comfortable in
academic settings and do not feel welcome (Barnyak & McNelly, 2009). Therefore, Black
parents find ways to be involved outside of the school setting (Braden et al., 2020).
According to a report by the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund (LDF) and the
National Women’s Law Center (2014), African American girls encounter special hindrances to
their educational achievement such as having to battle negative racial stereotypes, being assigned
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more severe punishments for disciplinary infractions, and enduring and dealing with trauma and
violence. Teachers bring their biases into the classroom with them, seeing the girls’ as loud,
disrespectful, abrasive, fast, controlling, and masculine (Morris, 2007; Pringle et al., 2012). The
girls pick up on these perceptions and if there is no protection, they internalize them (Mims &
Williams, 2020; O’Connor et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2009).
Internal Processing
Research has focused on how factors such as family, peers, society, school, and media
shape and influence Black girls. The way that the people, organizations, and systems treat and
view Black girls affects the girls. However, the way these girls perceive and understand
themselves and their experiences is just as important (Mims and Williams, 2020). Black girls
who have a positive opinion of themselves individually and as a group, have better life and
educational experiences (Jones-DeWeever, 2009; LDF, 2014).
Black girls benefit from Black pride and Afrocentricity. Jones-DeWeever’s (2009) study
found that Black girls who learn about and value the history, culture, and beliefs of their
ancestors demonstrated higher satisfaction and success. In the study, girls who described
themselves as Afrocentric also described themselves as happy, committed to academic
achievement, academically successful, college bound, confident. The boost to confidence and
self-esteem acts as a buffer against the impacts of racism and discrimination. Positive selfconcept among Black students protects them against the negative impacts of racism. (Chavous et
al, 2003; Chavous et al., 2008; Davis, 2021; Graves, 2014; Thomas et al., 2009). Students who
do not have this protection suffer. Witherspoon et al. (1997) found that students who internalize
racism have lower academic achievement. Earlier researchers such as Fordham and Ogbu (1986)
found a connection between racial identity and low achievement. However, further examination
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shows that it is Black students who believe negative messages about Black people while feeling
connected to Black people who have lower academic achievement (Chavous et al., 2003;
Witherspoon et al., 1997). Black students who are motivated to excel academically but associate
Blackness with inferiority and low achievement often seek to disconnect from Blackness or feel
they must disconnect from Blackness in order to achieve (Chambers & Tabron, 2013; Fordham
& Ogbu, 1986; Tatum, 2004). However, Black students who are able to develop a critical
consciousness and associate academic achievement with Blackness have higher achievement
(Chavous et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2018; Oyserman et al, 2001). Further, in Bañales and her
colleagues’ (2020) study on ethnic-racial identity and civic beliefs among Black and Latinx
adolescents, they found that Black students who develop a greater sense of their racial group and
understanding of their connection to it increase their civic awareness.
Support
Black girls often express a desire and capacity to lead and succeed (LDF, 2014; Mims &
Kaler-Jones, 2020; Neal- Jackson, 2018). Unfortunately, some of the traits that Black girls
exhibit are not viewed as assets but as deficits that need to be managed, controlled, or eliminated
(Morris, 2007; Neal-Jackson, 2018; Pringle et al., 2012). However, educators can support the
positive identity development of Black girls to enhance their educational and life experiences.
Educators can begin by accentuating Black girls’ assets instead of reinforcing negative
stereotypes (Chambers & Tabron, 2013; Hudson-Weems, 2019; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Young et
al, 2018). Often, Black girls are punished when they voice their opinions or refuse to accept the
Western definitions of womanhood (Davis, 2021; Hudson-Weems, 2019; Morris, 2007; NealJackson, 2018). Instead of trying to force them to be quiet and submit to the beliefs and demands
of society and authority figures, teachers and other adults can empower the girls to express
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themselves and develop their own beliefs (Berry, 2017; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Lynn, 1999;
Mims & Williams, 2020).
Hudson-Weems (2019) suggests an African centered paradigm for addressing the needs
of Black females, because she says any support for Black females must account for the
uniqueness of their experience. She developed and updated her Africana Womanism theory,
positing that Black women and girls’ strengths are muted by Western notions of proper
femininity. She says forcing Black women and girls into Eurocentric parameters that were not
made for and are not measured by them does an injustice to Black women and girls and denies
society the whole and authentic expression of Black womanhood. According to Hudson-Weems,
it is necessary to look beyond the Western view of womanhood. She challenges the ideas of
some critical theorists, asserting that they are errant in their use or modification of feminism.
She cautions against trying to fit Black females into feminist frameworks that were not designed
with them in mind. Africana Womanism calls for safe and nurturing spaces to serve as
springboards.
Hudson-Weems’s theory also calls for methods that are family oriented, self-affirming,
and self-determining. Pellerin (2012) holds to the tenet of self-determination and applies the
Africana Womanism framework to investigate how Black females define themselves. Because
of the prevalence of negative messages in the media about Black females, the study focused on
empowering Black girls and women to reflect on and generate their own messages. Participants
in the study were asked to select pictures that represented who they believed themselves to be
and how they wanted to be viewed. The study found that the women and girls rejected
stereotypes. Themes such as self-pride and joy, family and love, community responsibility,
education and talent, religion, friendship and fun, beauty, and admiration and independence
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reflected counternarratives to the usual societal narrative about Black women and girls. Pellerin
points to the eight principles that are necessary for methods grounded in Africana Womanism.
1. A pledge to the wholeness of Africana womanhood
2. An acceptance of the interconnectedness of Africana women and humanity
3. Consciousness of the Africana woman comes through the Africana family and
community
4. Recognition of the centrality of motherhood
5. Acknowledgement that Africana women are inherently tied to the struggle for social
justice
6. The inseparability of the Africana woman and her race
7. An awareness of the spiritual and moral grounding
8. A commitment to the beauty and strength of the Africana woman’s body, mind, and
soul
Hudson-Weems also asserts that the African worldview has historically supported
leadership roles for women. Mims and Kaler-Jones (2020) agree, saying that Black girls have
historically stepped forward into activism. However, they say these contributions have been
minimized or even erased from history. Interestingly, these researchers mention the historical
figure Claudette Colvin who refused to give up her seat on a bus during the segregation era.
Colvin did not receive credit for her contribution to the Civil Rights Movement because she was
dark-skinned and pregnant. Mims and Kaler-Jones’s study examines Black girls’ knowledge of
Black women leaders. They found that the girls in the study could only identify one or two
Black women leaders. Some could not name any at all. Their findings suggest that Black girls
could be better supported with lessons that include more representation from Black women.
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They also suggest that educators ask themselves the following questions when preparing lessons
to ensure that Black girls’ will be fully supported in their leadership aspirations:
1. Does your classroom consistently include the contributions and work of Black female
leaders?
2. Do the posters, photos, decorations, bulletin boards, and general classroom space
reflect the diversity in the classroom?
3. When examining your classroom library, do the messages of your selected text
highlight asset-based narratives of Black girls? Are they an integral part of your curriculum
and instruction?
4. When teaching specific periods in history or using historical examples in classroom
conversations, do these discussions or lessons highlight the many contributions of Black
women and girls? Have you added additional unique Black history examples to provide more
depth and context to the core curriculum?
5. Do you know who the leaders are in your local community? Have you invited these
leaders to the classroom to share more about their work?
6. Do your lessons about leadership allow Black girls to define and describe leadership
and provide their own examples of leaders? Do your lessons also provide an opportunity for
Black girls to identify leaders they would like to learn more about?
7. How do you give students opportunities to show their understanding of leadership in
diverse formats? For example, can students demonstrate knowledge in artistic ways, such as
creating a song or rap, by building or drawing a model or map, by creating a social media
post, or by doing a performance?
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8. Do you support students who lead outside of school (e.g., by organizing and/or
attending protests or marches)? Do you have brave conversations with students about bias
and discrimination?
9. How do you create opportunities for Black girls to lead in the classroom or support
other sisters during class in a collaborative work environment?
10. How do you inspire and encourage Black girls to use their talents and passions as
leaders to make a difference in their community?
Culturally relevant pedagogy involves inquiry-based lessons and academic skill building
that acknowledges and affirms the identities of the students (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Critical
race pedagogy calls for curricula and practices that promote critical consciousness (Braden et al.,
2020; Busey & Walker, 2017; Graves, 2014; Hudson-Weems, 2020; Jones et al., 2018; Lynn,
1999; Thomas et al, 2009; Mims & Williams, 2020; Young et al., 2018). Application of these
theories have been shown to benefit Black girls (Chavous et al., 2008; Davis, 2021; Jones et al.,
2018; Mims & Williams, 2020). Ladson-Billings is a pioneer of the theorizing of race in
combination with pedagogical scholarship, methods, and practice (Chandler, 2015; Chandler &
Hawley, 2017; Lynn & Dixson, 2013; Pitre et al., 2021). She conducted several seminal studies
with the purpose of uncovering effective methods for teaching African American students. In
her groundbreaking work, The Dream-Keepers: Successful Teachers of African American
Children, Ladson-Billings went on a quest to find out what works for Black students (LadsonBillings, 2009). She had become frustrated with narratives that described Black children as
problems and disappointed in interventions that reflect notions that African American students
needed to be fixed (Ladson-Billings, 1992). She was also frustrated with the ineffective
overreliance on multicultural education, which she felt trivialized Black culture and did nothing
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to challenge the system (Ladson-Billings, 2009). Ladson-Billings and Tate (1995) had the idea to
apply critical race theory to educational scholarship. Just as the founders of CRT lost faith in the
ability of critical legal studies to repair the ills of racist laws and governmental policies, LadsonBillings and Tate doubted the efficacy of applying multiculturalism to address a racist
educational system. They argued against its principles of colorblindness, believing instead that
color must be seen in order to confront racism. Finally, Ladson-Billings (1995) found
commonalities among successful teachers of Black students and developed the grounded theory
of culturally relevant pedagogy. In summary, the propositions of CRP are as follows: 1) teachers
who demonstrate CRP believe they work in partnership with the communities in which they
serve to co-facilitate the empowerment and liberation of the students they serve; 2) teachers who
demonstrate CRP facilitate and operate within a community of learners; and 3) teachers who
demonstrate CRP allow for openness, promote freedom of ideas, and encourage critical inquiry.
Ladson-Billings has inspired other pedagogical researchers to study the significance and
relevance of theorizing race in teacher preparation (Chandler, 2015). These educational
researchers and teacher educators have lamented the silence of social science education on race
and racism (Chandler & Hawley, 2017; Gay, 2003). Branch (2003) argues that social science
education has a heightened obligation to address race but is afraid to do so and thus resorts to the
philosophy of colorblindness. Tiptoeing around race does not serve Black students (LadsonBillings, 2003). Though confronting racism is difficult, teachers must learn to do it and support
their students in confronting the psychic violence inherent in discussions of race (Chandler,
2015). Chandler calls for teachers and teacher educators to develop and apply racial pedagogical
content knowledge (RPCK). Chandler and Hawley (2017) further develop these ideas and
formulate a strategy for generating race-based curricula through RPCK, inquiry-based pedagogy,
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and antiracist teaching. They assert that National Council for the Social Studies standards do not
explicitly address the topic of race. However, they argue that social studies cannot remain
neutral. Chandler and Hawley speak to what the NCSS is silent on and press the field to fully
operationalize its professed purpose.
Also, it is important for students to be able to connect what they learn in school to their
personal and cultural history, because this helps students engage with the material (Bower, 1994;
Shuster & SPLC, 2011). This can be particularly relevant to Black students who often do not see
themselves reflected in curricula (King, 2017; King et al., 2012; Ladson-Billings, 2003). It is a
primary goal of social studies education to support critical thinking, decision-making, and
preparation for citizenship (Engel, 2003; NCSS, 2010; NCSS, 2013). Social studies education
can serve as a path to liberation and self-awareness (Pitre et al., 2021). Educators can achieve
these goals with Black girls through student-centered lessons that raise their awareness and
empower them to evaluate and make decisions about the conditions of society (Braden et al.,
2020; Flint & Keefer, 2020; Jones et al., 2018; Ladson-Billings, 1995). These lessons should
include critical discussions of Black history (Bañales et al., 2020; Braden et al., 2020; Busey &
Walker, 2017; Jones et al., 2018; King, 2017; Mims & Williams, 2020). Berry (2017) proposes
curriculum theory that pushes past the limits of Western ideology and utilizes the assets and
wisdom of African concepts, practices, and values in order to reach and serve Black students.
She offers Africana studies as an instrument for rethinking curriculum and outlines three
curriculum theorists who ventured outside of the Western paradigm. W.E.B DuBois, Carter G.
Woodson, and Angela Y. Davis provide models of Africana scholars.
Several studies examine and suggest strategies and interventions that could support the
healthy identity development of Black girls. Jones et al. (2018) investigate the practical efficacy
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of African theorizing in their intervention study. They evaluate the impact of an African
centered, culturally relevant curriculum on Black middle school girls. They found that after
participating in the program, the girls had more positive beliefs about Black people, felt more
cultural pride, and were more academically engaged.
Jacobs (2016) posits that schools should be places that develop bell hooks’s “oppositional
gaze” in Black girls so that they can resist and overcome the stereotypes and prescribed roles
assigned to them. She developed the critical feminist media pedagogy framework to position
Black girls as experts. This model proposes the use of discussion groups and forums where
Black girls can share, bond, and gain support that is necessary for resistance.
Muhammad (2012) conducted a case study of one of the participants in a summer writing
program for Black girls. The foci of the program were self-awareness, self-determination, and
collaborative empowerment. The participant in the study expressed an experience of conflicts
with skin tone and the need for authentic self-expression. The author suggests writing as a way
for Black girls to find and share their voices as well as resist through counternarrative.
Social media can provide a space and a powerful tool for healthy a positive personal
expression, development of a critical eye, and empowerment if Black girls are supported through
digital literacy (Williams & Moody, 2019). A study of the REAL Girls program found that the
program contributed to self-efficacy, school connection, and identity development through
providing role models, community building, and frank and open discussions (Mann et al., 2015).
Black girls need to buffer negative societal perceptions through interventions that provide the
opportunity to forge a critical consciousness and give and receive peer support (Thomas et al.,
2013).
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A repeated theme in the literature regarding methods of facilitating the healthy identity
development of Black girls is the need for shared spaces where Black girls can come together to
build strength, get affirmation, and develop a sense of community (Jacobs, 2016; Mann et al.,
2015; Tatum, 2004; Thomas et al., 2013).

Complexity
Black boys suffer amidst a crisis of miseducation and inequity in the American school
system (Kunjufu, 1995; Liang et al., 2020; Skiba et al., 2016). Much of the research on Black
students has attended to addressing this crisis. In fact, President Barack Obama founded the My
Brother’s Keeper initiative in 2014 in order to address chronic educational inequities.
Researchers now realize girls need attention as well (Abrams et al., 2020; LDF, 2014; Young et
al., 2018). Girls are just as much overdisciplined and under-nurtured as Black boys (Crenshaw et
al., 2015; Morris, 2016). As a matter of fact, Crenshaw et al.’s report found that the discipline
disparity between Black girls and White girls is greater than that which exists between Black
boys and White boys. They found that instead of helping Black girls address emotional and
psychological issues, educators often discipline Black girls for their trauma. More research is
needed that allows and uplifts the voices of Black girls (Crenshaw et al., 2015; Mims &
Williams, 2020).
The specific needs of Black girls should be examined, because studies that investigate
educational issues of Black boys or even Black students in general do not reflect gender
differences that exist (Chavous et al., 2008; Young et al., 2018). Chavous et al. found that girls
and boys differ in terms of identity development related to academic achievement. A strong
sense of identity provided more protection for girls than boys. Young et al. also found different
educational experiences for girls. The intersection of race and gender creates a unique experience
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for Black girls that should not be ignored (Abrams, 2020; Crenshaw et al., 2015; HudsonWeems, 2019; LDF, 2014; Mims & Williams, 2020; Oyserman et al., 2001). Stalnaker-Shofner
(2020) describes what she calls a triple consciousness as Black girls must contemplate, navigate,
and negotiate multiple and layered forms of oppression, discrimination, and marginalization.
Because issues such as bullying, sexual harassment, and sexual abuse are often more striking and
prevalent among Black girls, the girls should be considered in addition to and apart from boys
(Abrams et al., 2020; Crenshaw et al., 2015). Identity development can even be related to the
onset of puberty and depression in Black girls (Seaton & Carter, 2018). Williams and Lewis
(2021) developed a model for understanding the gendered racial development of Black females.
They determined there to be four phases which include hyperawareness, reflection, rejection, and
navigation. This grounded theoretical study also found that Black females formed or held several
ideologies at some point in the process of forming their gendered identity. Participants in the
study described themselves as believing in or valuing assimilation, humanism, defiance, strength,
pride, and empowerment.
There are also potential differences among Black girls that should be recognized and
explored (Mims & Williams, 2020; Jones-DeWeever, 2009; Warikoo & Carter, 2009). There
can be differences based on class, ethnic origin, language, or region (Abrams et al., 2020; Mims
& Williams; Thomas et al., 2009). For example, students from the Caribbean or the continent of
Africa may express very different experiences and perceptions of the educational system
(Thomas et al., 2009).
An issue that comes up in multiple examinations of identity development and experiences
among Black girls is complexion bias, which is also known as skin tone bias and colorism
(Abrams et al., 2020; Adams et al., 2020; Jones-DeWeever, 2009; Mims & Williams, 2020).
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Alice Walker (1982) defined colorism as bias against or preferential treatment towards an
individual based on the darkness or lightness of the person’s skin. Colorism is often an
expression of internalized racism that is rooted in slavery as European features garnered the
enslaved favorable treatment by plantation owners and overseers (Abrams et al., 2020; Keith &
Monroe, 2016). Over time, the notion that more pronounced African features denoted inferiority
became ingrained in the psyche and subconscious of African people and continues to affect
people of African descent. Reece (2019) suggests that the persistence of this issue is about more
than just individual preferences. His study found a structural basis for the persistence of
colorism and inequity between those who are lighter and those who are darker skinned. Lightskinned Black adults are more successful in terms of educational attainment, career
advancement, and wealth accumulation (Hughes & Hertel, 1990; Martin et al., 2017). This may
have something to do with the fact that light-skinned Black students have a more positive
experience in school (Blake et al., 2017; Abrams et al., 2020; Hannon et al., 2013).
Though the girls in studies about Black girls often express that complexion affects them,
this issue has not been sufficiently investigated to determine whether and how girls are
experiencing discrimination based on skin tone (Abrams et al., 2020). Abrams and her
colleagues conducted a phenomenological study to find out what messages Black girls were
receiving and absorbing about skin tone. They found that Black girls held the same beliefs about
skin tone as previous generations. The girls said that the messages they received told them that
skin tone matters. More specifically, the girls perceived that people with darker skin tones are
less valued. Researchers should also evaluate how girls with different skin tones may be affected
differently by these biases. For example, Hannon et al. (2013) used a National Longitudinal
Survey of Youth sample to conduct a study on the relationship between skin tone and likelihood
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of suspension. They found that dark-skinned African American girls are the most likely to be
suspended. Adams et al. (2020) conducted a longitudinal study on self-esteem among African
American girls. They found that light-skinned girls had higher self-esteem than medium and
dark-skinned girls in early adolescence. McGee et al. (2016) say educational researchers should
explore how lessons and teaching strategies can empower students to alleviate and eradicate
negative effects of colorism. They argue that preservice teachers should learn about colorism so
that they can be aware of their own biases to better advocate for and support students who may
be negatively impacted by colorism.

Conclusion
This study analyzes the experience of identity development among dark-skinned African
American adolescent girls who attend school in the southeastern region of United States.
Although numerous studies in Black identity development of students have identified the effects
of external factors on the identity development of Black students in general, little analytic
attention has been paid to the complex and nuanced ways in which Black girls process and
perceive their identities in relationship to their academic experience and outcomes. For example,
self-perception based on complexion comes up repeatedly in studies related to Black girls.
However, researchers have not explored the issue of colorism, which is a form of internalized
racism, in terms of identity development and educational experiences. Also, there are ways in
which schools and programs can successfully support positive identity development among
Black girls who may be experiencing colorism. It is important to determine how schools are or
are not supporting and empowering one of the most vulnerable groups of Black girls in
developing, discovering, interpreting, and determining their own identities in light of and spite of
external influences. Therefore, I address this issue by examining the educational experiences of
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dark-skinned African American girls who are in adolescence, which is a critical stage of Black
identity development.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to examine the ways in which African American girls’
educational experiences support or impair their identity development. I will attempt to add to the
body of knowledge by exploring personal journeys toward self-awareness that involves identity
development through activities such as Black studies and family history research and awareness
in light of and spite of external influences. The literature shows that Black girls are influenced by
external factors (Mims & Williams, 2020; Neal-Jackson, 2018). However, their internal
processes are just as influential if not more so (Chavous et al., 2003; Graves, 2014; Hurd et al.,
2012). Schools can support Black girls in positive identity development (Jones et al., 2018).
However, the complexity and nuances among Black girls is important and must be taken into
consideration (Davis, 2021; Mims & Williams, 2020; Neal-Jackson, 2018; Oyserman et al.,
2001). Therefore, I conducted a qualitative study that used the phenomenological approach to
describe the educational experiences among dark-skinned African American female middle and
high school girls who are in the midst of a very critical stage of developing their cultural and
personal identities. I interviewed African American girls who perceive themselves as darkskinned about their educational experiences and how those experiences have or have not
supported their understanding and perceptions of their own heritage and Black identity. The
problem I address in this study is the persistence of inequity and low-self-concept among Black
students.
The research question and sub questions are described below and were developed based
on existing research. The plan and process for answering these questions are explained in the
Research Question Blueprint table that can be found in Table 1 below.
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Research Question and Sub Questions
What are the educational experiences of dark-skinned African American adolescent girls
as they develop their cultural and personal identities?
Sub Questions:
d. What are dark-skinned African American girls’ perceptions of their cultural and

personal identities?
e. How do dark-skinned African American girls’ educational experiences influence their

identity development?
f.

How does complexion influence self-concept and educational experiences among
dark-skinned African American girls?

Table 1: Research Question Blueprint

RQs

Data Needed

What are the
educational
experiences
of darkskinned
African
American
adolescent
girls as they
develop their
cultural and
personal
identities?

What the girls
say about
themselves and
Blackness
What messages
the girls receive
about what it
means to be
Black from
school, family,
media, etc.
What the girls
see, hear, feel,
and do while at
school in
relationship to
their
development as
Black women

Data Type
(Experiences,
beliefs,
opinions,
language
usage,
behaviors etc.)
Perceptions

Data Source
(Instrument,
interview
question)

Primary or
triangulating
data course?

Sample

Data analysis

Interviews,
questionnaire,
MIBI

Triangulating

Phenomenological

Beliefs

Interviews

Dark-skinned
African
American girls
in a public high
school program
for Black girls

Experiences

Interviews
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RQs

Data Needed

How the girls
interact with
one another

Data Type
(Experiences,
beliefs,
opinions,
language
usage,
behaviors etc.)
Behaviors

Data Source
(Instrument,
interview
question)

Sample

Data analysis

Primary

Dark-skinned
African
American girls
in a public high
school program
for Black girls

Phenomenolog
ical

Primary

Dark-skinned
African
American girls
in a public high
school program
for Black girls

Phenomenological

Primary

Dark-skinned
African
American girls
in a public high
school program
for Black girls

Phenomenological

Interviews

What are
darkskinned
African
American
girls’
perceptions
of their
cultural and
personal
identities?

What the girls
say about what
their family and
culture mean to
them.

Experiences

Interviews

What the girls
say about how
this
connections/dis
connection
benefit/hinder
them.

Perceptions

Interviews

How do darkskinned
African
American
girls’
educational
experiences
influence
their identity
development?

What the girls
say about what
it means to be a
Black
girl/woman in
the American
school system.
What the girls
say about their
what they learn,
their academic
progress, how
they are treated
by peers and
adults, and how
they interact
with peers and
adults.
What the girls
say about their
skin tone

Beliefs

Interviews

Perceptions

Interviews

Beliefs

Interviews

What the girls
say about how
the progress and
how they are
treated in
school.

Perceptions

Interviews

How does
complexion
influence
self-concept
and
educational
experiences
among darkskinned
African
American
girls?

Primary or
triangulating
data course?
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Research Design
In this qualitative study, I used the transcendental phenomenological approach to describe
the educational experiences of dark-skinned African American middle grades and high school
girls who are developing and exploring their identities. I obtained Institutional Review Board
approval and participant, guardian, and program permissions and approvals (Appendix A).
Phenomenological Research
I conducted interviews to get an understanding of the girls’ perceptions of their
educational experiences, self-awareness, and the relationship between the two.
Phenomenological research seeks to determine the essential meaning of a particular phenomenon
by capturing the collective experience among multiple individuals (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The
goal of transcendental phenomenology is to describe instead of to explain or interpret
(Moustakas, 1994). Since the process of self-discovery and personal awareness is a journey, the
phenomenological approach is appropriate for this study because it emphasizes the journeys of
participants and allows for openness and deep reflection (Denzin & Lincoln, 2018; Kozleski,
2017). I chose the transcendental phenomenological approach specifically to prioritize the
experiences and voices of the participants over my own interpretations of them. African
American girls are a vulnerable population whose experiences, perceptions, and behaviors have
been misinterpreted, exploited, and ignored in the past. My goal was to employ research
methods that would lessen the impact of my assumptions and feelings in order to provide as
accurate a picture of the girls’ experiences as possible.
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Transcendental phenomenology provides a rigorous, scientific process of reducing and
verifying the essence of experience, which is conscious perception. This process involves
awareness of and transparency about biases so that these biases can be purposefully set aside
(Husserl et al., 2012; Moustakas, 1994.) This method allowed me as the researcher to document
and reflect on my preconceptions through the Epoche. Moustakas explains that while Epoche
cannot completely eliminate all judgements and prejudices, the efforts toward achieving it reduce
the influence of these preconceptions. Then I can most accurately describe the perceptions of the
girls’ experiences through Phenomenological Reduction, which involves bracketing,
horizontalizing, clustering, and organizing.
Research Setting
The District
The public school district is the 12th largest school district in its state and the 60th largest
in the United Sates. There are over 66,500 students as of the 2020-2021 school year. The
district is 46% White, 29% Hispanic, 14% Black, 6% Asian, and 5% multiracial. The district has
been rated highly by its state as an “A” district with 98% of its teachers determined to be “Highly
Qualified”. The district has expressed the prioritization to equity and diversity. According to the
2016-2017 state-required accountability report 47% of students in the district were determined to
be economically disadvantaged. This is compared to 58% in the state. Though there is a gap
between Black and White students in terms of achievement, Black students in the district
performed better than state percentages in some areas. For example, the district graduation rate
for Black students was 78.6%. It was 72.3% for the state. Black students in the district were
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more likely than those statewide to enroll in college. On the state standardized test, Black
students performed lower than White students but comparable to Black students statewide.
Community Programs for Girls
I recruited girls from three community programs in the county, Girls of Grace, Girls on
Purpose, and Success Center. I have used pseudonyms for the programs to protect the privacy of
the participants. These programs provide services to pre-teen through teenaged girls. Though the
programs are not limited to Black girls, they are located in historically Black neighborhoods.
Therefore, the girls in the programs are Black. I have included descriptions of the programs.
Because they came from three different programs based in three different neighborhoods, the
girls attend five different middle schools, two different high schools and one elementary school
in the district.
Girls of Grace

Girls of Grace is a 501 (c)(3) mentoring program designed to empower girls ages 10
through 19. Its goal is to support the development of educated, strong, healthy, and selfmotivated young women. The girls meet weekly and focus on the areas of goal setting, healthy
living, financial literacy, academic support, service, and self-esteem. Girls of Grace has been in
operation since 2011. Five of the participants came from this program.
Success Center

Success Center is one of two mentoring programs that are made possible through the
support and collaboration of the local city government along with other local community service
organizations. There are two mentoring programs, one for boys and one for girls. Both have
served local students between 12 and 19 for eight years. The mission is to “bring self-awareness
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and self-confidence, preparation for post-secondary education, college readiness, and an
awareness of community service.” The students meet in group sessions once per week. Meetings
include workshops, guest speakers, discussions, and fellowship sessions. Three of the
participants came from Success Center.
Girls on Purpose

Girls on Purpose is a program that is sponsored by a local church. The purpose of this
program is to support spiritual development, self-esteem, and empowerment of school-aged girls.
Participants in this program meet one Saturday per month. Meetings involve discussion and
socialization. The girls also plan and conduct community service activities. This program has
been in operation since 2015. One of the study participants came from this program.

Participants
Sampling
The participants included 10 girls participating in community programs that support
African American girls in a school district located in the southeastern United. A few participants
were selected purposefully in order to gain an in depth understanding of the educational
experience of dark-skinned African American girls who are in adolescence. According to Patton
(1990), participants in qualitative studies are selected based on the depth of information they can
provide to answer research questions. Patton says a wide breadth is not necessarily the goal as
qualitative research does not aim to generalize but to glean rich insights. I employed the
homogenous samples strategy to describe the educational experience of the subgroup of Black
girls, which is dark-skinned, African American girls.
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The primary target of recruitment was three community program that serve Black girls in
the school district in which the study is based. The purpose of the programs is to encourage
leadership, self-esteem, and success among school-aged girls in the local community. Though
the programs are open to any girls, because they are located in predominantly Black
neighborhoods, participants in the programs are Black. I obtained permission from the program
directors. Because I was a former teacher in the school district and still work as a volunteer in the
community in which these programs take place, I was able to gain access to the students.
I started with Girls on Purpose and was not able to get enough participants from that
program. Therefore, I reached out to the director of Girls of Grace. I still needed to collect more
data, so I reached out to the director for Success Center. I was able to collect enough data at that
point to get a thorough understanding of the phenomenon. By definition, there is no
mathematical formula for determining sample size in qualitative research. However, qualitative
researchers often apply the concept of saturation (Guest et al., 2006). Saturation takes place
when researchers get to a point where they no longer learn new information about the
phenomenon. At this point, subjects only repeatedly confirm what has already been gathered.
Guest et al. determined that saturation can be reached with six-twelve interviews, especially if
the sample is homogenous. I used a systematic process to collect data through interviews and
perform preliminary analysis by listening to audio recordings to determine repetition of ideas.
Once no new information emerged, I stopped the interview phase. Since saturation was not
reached with one program, I continued interviewing students in a different program. I found that
I was still seeing new information at that point, so I contacted two more local community
programs to recruit girls for the study.
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Participants’ privacy is being maintained through the use of pseudonyms. I consistently
reminded the participants of this in the initial consent agreement, before the preliminary
screening process, and before the interviews. Pseudonyms were assigned after the interviews
were completed using the names of female Black history figures. Each girl was assigned a
number. Each figure was also assigned a number. The participant and figure numbers were
matched. After matching, the participants were only referred to according to the name of their
corresponding figure.

Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria & Process
For the purpose of this study, participants included only girls in middle grades through
high school. Though the participants could have included girls from all over the African
diaspora, including African American, Afro-Caribbean and girls from the continent of Africa, I
chose to focus only on African American girls. The African diaspora is vast and though there are
commonalities that connect and unite each group, the diversity of experiences and histories
sometimes result in different perceptions and outcomes. Inclusionary criteria for the girls in the
study are as follows: darker skin, middle grades or high school, girls, African American.
Exclusionary criteria are as follows: lighter skin, elementary school, boys, White, Asian
American and Pacific Islander, Hispanic, Native American, recent immigrants in the African
diaspora. I chose to include dark-skinned girls because research has shown that dark-skinned
individuals experience the most negative impacts of colorism (Abrams, 2020). Though identity
is developed throughout the life of an individual, adolescence is a critical stage when individuals
form a sense of self and purpose, which determines choices and experiences in adulthood (Burt
& Halpin, 1998). Plus, the trauma from colorism is often experienced during adolescence (Mims
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& Williams, 2020). Colorism is more striking and prevalent among girls (Chavous et al., 2008).
Finally, the African diaspora is not a monolith. Different groups have unique experiences within
it, causing these groups to have different perceptions and responses (Thomas et al., 2009).
Thomas found that students from the Caribbean and Black students born in the United States
perceived discrimination similarly. However, the students were affected differently. Awareness
of discrimination protected Caribbean students from psychological stress associated with
discrimination. Because of the potential differences among students of African descent, I chose
to focus on African Americans instead of including the entire African diaspora.
In my initial contact with the girls, I had the girls to complete a questionnaire where I
obtained background information about the girls (Appendix D). I reviewed the participants
background information to get a general understanding of the participants. Background
information I collected included neighborhood, age, schools attended, etc. In this questionnaire,
the girls were able to self-identify as darker-skinned or lighter-skinned by selecting from the five
following skin tone categories: 1) Very dark brown; 2) Dark brown; 3) Medium brown; 4) Light
brown; 5) Very light brown. Girls who identified as very dark brown, dark brown, or medium
brown were included. Girls who identified as light brown or very light brown were excluded.
After completing the Pre-Interview Questionnaire, the participants took the
Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity-Teen (MIBI-t), which is based on the
Multidimensional Model of Racial Identity (MMRI), to determine their level of Black identity
development prior to interviews, observations, and discussions (Scottham et al., 2008). This data
was used to guide and inform qualitative data collections as well as to triangulate and verify the
qualitative data. I did not intend to perform any interpretive quantitative analysis of this data. I
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only reviewed the MIBI-t to determine which girls I would interview further and how I would
interview them.
The information I gather from the MIBI-t and the questionnaire helped me develop
interview questions, which were the focus of my analysis.
Sampling Procedures
After receiving approval from the University of Central Florida Institutional Review
Board, permission for the students to participate in the study was obtained from parents, the
community program directors, and the students themselves. I met with the program directors to
explain the purpose and plan for the study. I provided the community program directors with
consent and assent forms to distribute to students to read and take home to parents. The parental
consent forms included details about the purpose, significance, and plan for the study
(Appendices B and C).
I only proceeded with those students who agreed and were permitted by the parents to
participate in the study. I have protected the identities of the participants by using pseudonyms. I
informed the participants that their participation was voluntary and that they were permitted to
discontinue participation at any time. I have included a table to describe the participants who
agreed to participate and were included in the study (Table 2). Included in the table are the
historical figures used to identify each girl, grade level, and programs the girls were recruited
from. Also, since the girls attend multiple schools, the percentage of Black students at the school
each participant attends is also included. The three community programs have all Black
participation. Pseudonyms are used to protect the privacy of the participants.
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Table 2: Participant Description List

Name

Skin Tone

Grade

Program

Ella Baker

Medium Brown

8

Girls on Purpose

School
Percent
Black
22

Mamie Clark

Dark Brown

12

N/A

6

Fannie Lou Hamer

Dark Brown

8

Girls of Grace

31

Nannie Helen
Burroughs
Mary McLeod Bethune

Dark Brown

6

Girls of Grace

31

Medium Brown

6

Girls of Grace

23

Ida B. Wells

Dark Brown

5

Girls of Grace

10

Florence Griffith Joyner

Medium Brown

7

Girls of Grace

9

Dorothy Vaughan

Dark Brown

6

Success Center

19

Althea Gibson

Medium Brown

11

Success Center

29

Sarah Breedlove

Medium Brown

9

Success Center

29

Data Collection
Before I collected any data, I waited for approval from UCF IRB. I spoke with the
program directors to explain the purpose of the study and receive feedback and questions. Then I
provided program directors with the consent forms to be distributed to students to review and
deliver to their parents. I waited one week for students to return forms. Then I scheduled
interview sessions with each program.
Though I received UCF IRB approval on January 11, 2022 (Appendix A), I could not
immediately begin my study. Since I wanted to gain access to a program in the school district, I
also needed district approval. After waiting for a response for over a month, I reached out to the
district. The Deputy Superintendent reached out to me to schedule a meeting for February 28.
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In the meeting, he indicated that the study would be approved. However, in the final decision
letter which came to me on March 18, I was notified that the district rarely allows for direct
access to students and that my study could not gain an exception. I decided to reach out to
community organizations to find participants. I was successful in connecting with three different
organizations who agreed to allow me access to the girls in their programs. I conducted
interviews of 10 girls from March 15-April 6, 2022. Five girls were members of Girls of Grace
(GG). Three girls were members of Success Center (SC). One girl is a member of Girls on
Purpose (GP). One girl was not a member of the groups but wanted to be interviewed after
hearing about the study. All girls received parental consent forms. I did not conduct interviews
until signed parental consent forms were received. The interviews were conducted in multiple
locations, in a public library conference room, at a church, at a community center, and in a
classroom at UCF. The girls were all in adolescence, African American, and ranged in age from
10 to 17. One girl was 10, one was 13, two were 14, four were 12, and two were 17. I audio
recorded the interviews using the Otter.ai transcription application.
Prior to interviewing the girls, I gave them each a brief background information
questionnaire and the MIBI-t, a 21-question inventory of Black identity development (Scottham
et al., 2008). This data was used to support my determination of which girls I would interview
further, which questions I would ask, and how I would describe their experiences. The preinterview background questions included general personal information about the girls such as
age, grade level, school attended, etc. The primary purposes of this questionnaire was to give the
girls the opportunity to assent or decline participation and to self-identify their complexions. The
girls were evenly split between medium and dark brown. The MIBI-t measures three aspects of
Black identity development in adolescents, Centrality, Regard, and Ideology. Centrality is the
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degree to which the teenager connects to his or her race. Regard evaluates whether perceptions
toward the teenager’s race are positive or negative. Ideology pertains to beliefs the teenager
holds about the ways in which Black people should behave. Once the girls assented and
completed the background questionnaire, I reviewed it to get a general sense of them and to
determine whether they should be included. All the girls were medium or dark brown, so all
were included. While I reviewed the background questionnaire, the girls completed the MIBI-t.
After they completed the MIBI-t, I looked over it to form an overview of their views to help
determine the flow and focus of interview questions.
Semi-structured interviewing is the primary method of data collection for
phenomenological research (Moustakas, 1994). The first participant came through GP, a church
program for adolescent girls. We met in the meeting room of the local public library. When the
young lady first walked in, she seemed quiet and shy. I didn’t expect her to open up much.
However, once she started talking, I was surprised at just how open she was. She seemed like
she was waiting for someone to finally ask her about her experiences. She described herself as
medium brown and a good student. I was surprised to hear her experiences. It seems as though
the girls who described themselves as “good girls” or “good students” described the most
traumatic experiences, which I will describe later. My second interview was held at UCF.
Because the student works and goes to school, we had to go back and forth trying to find a good
time and place. She also seemed quiet. When she started talking, I found out that she is an
advanced-level student. She is also dark-skinned. I was not sure of what to expect. She was
very open. She wanted to tell me everything. I was struck that this was the second time (in the
second interview) that a girl had the same experience as I had of being called the N-word by a
White boy. I was also struck by how much that experience impacted these girls. I was able to
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interview five more girls through GG, a different community organization for middle and high
school girls. The head of the organization was excited to support this research. Most of these
girls were in middle school. At first, these girls did not seem very aware, conscious, or reflective
about their experiences. They are still very young. However, the more they talked, the more they
seemed to reveal experiences related to skin tone and race. I tried not to force them based on my
own experiences. I tried to keep my questions broad and let them progressively reveal their
experiences. They would start off saying everything was good but then eventually talk about an
incident that was potentially traumatic. I was struck that one girl had experienced being called a
monkey and N-word but described it mechanically. She seemed to be emotionally detached
from it. I was able to get access to three more girls through a third community organization.
Some had experienced trauma and negativity. Most tried to maintain a positive outlook but
eventually shared that they had to overcome stereotypes and microaggressions. I was surprised to
hear the same experience of being called the N-word and the same experience of trying to push
all that down to get through. I tried to make sure that I did not focus on the negative experiences.
I asked about their positive experiences and let them talk about that too. However, many of the
girls expressed that they did not particularly like school and were just making the best of a
situation they are forced to endure.
A major characteristic of qualitative research is emergent design, meaning the researcher
must be open to change depending on the information that is gathered from participants
(Cresswell & Poth 2018). Collaboration is also an important tool for strengthening
trustworthiness (Cresswell & Miller, 2000). Based on the information collected and input
gathered from students, I determined how to proceed with interviews. Data collection took place
in locations that were most convenient for the participants. For the girls from Girls of Grace and
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Success Center, interviews took place at the sites in which the programs are executed. Since
there was only one participant from Girls on Purpose, it was most convenient for that participant
to meet at the local library. One participant is unaffiliated with these programs but wanted to
participate in the study based on word-of-mouth. This participant wanted to meet on the campus
of UCF. I interviewed the girls to get an understanding of their knowledge of and interest in their
family and cultural histories as well as their experiences with and perceptions of skin tone bias. I
asked questions about what they are learning, how they are learning, and their thoughts about
what they are learning and experiencing. Interviews with individual girls ranged from 10 to 45
minutes in length. I asked the girls for permission to record them. I used the Otter.ai audio
transcription software to convert the audio into text that I later analyzed.
I conducted interviews with participants in each program until saturation was reached
and I did not gather new information. The data collection period, from initial contact with
program directors through interviews lasted four weeks.
Interview Questions and Probes
One of the characteristics of qualitative research is emergent design (Cresswell & Poth,
2018). This means the plans and processes must remain open and flexible to what is discovered
in the field. For this reason, the questions I asked were guided by and subject to change
depending on what I learned from participants. However, in preparing potential questions, I
employed a method of analyzing and dissecting my research questions to ensure my thorough
understanding of and focus on the guiding questions for my research. I divided each research
question into subtopics. Then I created potential questions to address each topic. Finally, I
selected questions that I felt could best address each topic.
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Opening Statements
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed today. This interview will be recorded to ensure accuracy in
our data analysis. I will be the only person to have access to the recorded interviews and transcript. You
were provided with an Explanation of Research. I also want to reiterate that your participation in the
study is completely voluntary. This interview should take no longer than an hour.
Introduction
You were chosen to be interviewed because you described yourself as medium to dark brown. The
purpose of our research project is to find out the educational experiences of darker-skinned African
American adolescent girls as they develop their cultural and personal identities. We would like to ask you
a few questions about your experience and understanding of yourself, your identity, and your experiences
in school.
Questions and Probes
I.

II.

III.

How do the girls’ educational experiences influence their identity development?
a. Academic
i. How do you describe yourself as a student?
ii. What have you learned in school that helps you to understand yourself?
iii. How do teachers treat you?
iv. How do teachers treat Black girls in general?
b. Extracurricular and Social
i. What do you like to do outside of school?
How does complexion influence self-concept and educational experiences?
a. Self-Concept
i. How do you feel about your skin tone?
b. Experiences with Bias
i. What do you think others feel about skin tone?
How does the girls’ knowledge about their cultural and family history influence the girls’
self-concept and school experience?
a. Prior Knowledge
i. What are your thoughts about learning Black history?
b. Self-Concept
i. What is it like to be a Black girl?
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Qualitative Data Analysis

Read and
Memo

• Review transcripts and notes
• Note personal judgement
• Develop general ideas

• Highlight significant statements
• Create codes for statements
• Define Codes
• Condense Codes
• Create code clusters
• Name clusters
• Generate themes

Classify

Describe

•Relate themes to
research questions
•Relate themes to
existing research

Figure 1: Data Analysis Process Steps

I used the phenomenological approach to analysis to examine the data (Creswell & Poth,
2018). The qualitative analysis process consisted of three main steps, memoing, classification,
and description (Creswell & Poth, 2018). These steps are described in Figure 1 above. In step
one, I repeatedly listened to the audio and then read through transcripts to get a general
understanding of the girls’ perceptions of personal identity, cultural heritage, development of
Black history knowledge, and attainment of personal and educational goals. From this general
analysis, I developed ideas about the data, which helped me to develop preliminary words that
would evolve to become codes (Saldaña, 2021). Saldaña suggests that the researcher should
begin the coding process as soon as he or she begins collecting data. I also noted my judgments
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and evaluations (Hollenbeck, 2015). This was achieved through the process of Epoche where I
worked to set aside my biases and judgment by bracketing them. Though this process does not
eliminate biases or judgments, it exposes them in order to remove their power (Moustakas,
1994). Tufford and Newman (2012) suggest maintaining a reflexive journal as a way to make
the researcher aware of any hidden biases or assumptions that could impact the research process.
Keeping the reflexive journal also helped me process my ideas and develop my understanding
throughout the data analysis steps. In step two, I developed codes based on the preliminary topics
that I created from the data. I used ATLAS.ti, Windows (Version 22.0.10.0), a computerassisted qualitative data analysis software, to continue coding the data. In the first cycle, I
entered the transcripts into the program. Then, I re-read the transcripts, highlighting significant
statements in each one. I applied words or short phrases, descriptive codes, to encapsulate and
describe the significant statements (Miles et al., 2014). I also created a few in vivo codes. I used
descriptive codes. By the time I cycled through all 10 interviews, I had 64 codes. I defined the
codes for clarity and concision (Miles et al.). In the second cycle, I condensed the codes. I
entered each code and definition into a table. I used this matrix to create a visual display that I
could use to reflect on and synthesize the codes (Miles et al.). I color coded the table, assigning
the same color to similar definitions. I gave each color a new code. At the end of this process, I
had 23 codes. The process of condensing codes by observing and defining patterns is described
by Saldaña as pattern coding. I then used what Saldaña refers to as the tabletop categories
method to create clusters. This involved writing each code on a paper cutout and then arranging
the cutouts into groups. I analyzed and then named the clusters. I then used the ATLAS.ti
software to create a code frequency table to see which codes the participants mentioned most.
Then I used the word cloud feature in the program to get a literal picture of the words the girls
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used. The frequency table and word cloud helped me to see the depth of meaning and relevance
to the girls. Finally, I developed in vivo themes based on the patterns I observed in the clustered
perceptions of experiences that the girls expressed to me. In step three, I related the themes to
my research questions and the themes in existing literature. This rigorous and systematic process
helped me to describe the phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Moustakas, 1994). I utilized the
process Moustakas calls Transcendental Phenomenological Reduction (Figure 2). This is a
progression where the researcher peels back the layers of a phenomenon to get to the heart of the
experience through openness, reflection, and transparency.

•Noting
preconceptions and
judgements
•Reflexive journaling

Bracketing

Horizontalizing
•Giving equal value to
statements
•Removing irrelevant
or redundant
statements

•Grouping like topics
and statements
•Naming like topics
and statements
(coding)

Clustering

Organizing
•Combining clusters
into themes
•Developing textural
descriptions of
themes

Figure 2: Transcendental Phenomenological Reduction

Semi-structured interviews are the primary data source in phenomenological research
(Moustakas, 1994). Interviewing multiple participants provided a way to triangulate the data
(Kozleski, 2017; Lile & Richards, 2016). I used the participants statements as points of reference
to guide me in discovering patterns and themes (Cresswell & Miller, 2000). Looking at the
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phenomenon with openness and looking again and again with fresh eyes allowed for
confirmation and verification of themes (Moustakas, 1994).
I also included the participants throughout the research process and incorporated
continuous participant verification and feedback to ensure trustworthiness (Cresswell & Miller,
2000; Kozleski, 2017). Finally, I compared patterns among data sources and interpreted the
themes in relation to my research questions and themes in existing research.
This study provides data about the educational experiences and perceptions of selfconcept of African American female students. I had the opportunity to interview students while
they are in the process of developing and exploring their identities. Existing research suggests
that both ancestry research and Black history knowledge benefit Black girls (Bahr, 1990; Braden
et al., 2020; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Ladson-Billings, 2003; Sleeter, 2005; Traore, 2007).
However, teachers hesitate to incorporate Black history (Bertrand 2014; Garrett, 2011; Henfield
& Washington, 2012; King, 2019; Ladson-Billings, 2003; Metz, 2018; Mosley & Rogers, 2011;
Patton & Jordan, 2017). Ancestry research is an example of a strategy that teachers may feel
more confident and comfortable implementing. Data from this research adds to existing research
by revealing the experiences, thoughts, and expressions of African American girls who are
developing into women while proceeding through the school system.
Addressing Threats to Trustworthiness
In addressing the problem of the persistence of inequity and low-self-concept among
Black students and examining the educational experiences of dark-skinned African American
adolescent girls who are in the midst of a critical stage in the process of developing their cultural
and personal identities, my methods of addressing threats to trustworthiness were guided by the
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critical race theory paradigm. As a transcendental phenomenological study, this research is not
bound to any theory. However, CRT does influence my commitment to earning trust from and
sharing authority with participants (Freire, 1970; Lynn & Dixon, 2013). Accordingly, I
incorporated strategies and procedures that empower and include participants, recognize, and
declare my own biases and influences, and consider criticism and advice of my peers (Creswell
& Miller, 2000; Flint & Keefer, 2020; Lynn & Dixon, 2013).
Cresswell and Miller (2000) suggest that qualitative researchers should consider three
viewpoints when strengthening the credibility of their studies, the researcher, the participants,
and the people who are outside of the study. They also propose various methods of addressing
threats to trustworthiness depending on the theoretical paradigm that guides the study. They
provide suggestions for the postpositivist, constructivist, and critical paradigm. Though I use the
transcendental phenomenological design and am therefore not obligated to any theoretical
framework, my study is influenced by critical theory. To address threats using the critical
paradigm and considering the viewpoint of the researcher, Cresswell and Miller suggest
researcher reflexivity. I include a section to state my positionality as an African American
woman who has a lifetime of experiences that could influence my analysis. I also employed the
strategy of bracketing to separate my biases (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Hollenbeck, 2015;
Moustakas, 1994). Interviewing multiple participants provided a way to triangulate the data
(Kozleski, 2017; Lile & Richards, 2016). Cresswell and Miller say trustworthiness can be
strengthened under the critical paradigm and considering the lens of the participants through
collaboration with the participants. I incorporated continuous participant verification and
feedback to ensure trustworthiness (Chevalier & Buckles, 2019; Felner, 2020; Freire, 1970;
Jacobs, 2016; Kozleski, 2017). Finally, Cresswell and Miller suggest peer debriefing to address
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threats to validity with people external to the study for those using a critical paradigm. I enlisted
the advice and support of my peers and advisers to compare patterns among data sources and
interpret the themes in relation to themes in existing research (Creswell & Miller, 2000).
Table 3: Addressing Threats to Trustworthiness

Threat to Trustworthiness
Researcher subjectivity
Authentic representation of participants
Alignment, clarity, and support for analysis

Method of Addressing Threat
Reflexivity, positioning, bracketing
Triangulation
Peer debriefing

Development of Codes and Themes
I drew from Moustakas (1994), Miles et al. (2014), and Saldaña (2021) to process and
understand the data. The first step was to listen carefully to the audio several times after each
interviewing session. This phase consisted of taking notes, bracketing judgments and
preconceived notions, and formulating preliminary codes. When no new information was
obtained, the interview phase ended. ATLAS.ti Windows (Version 22.0.10.0) aided the next
phase of data analysis. This program allowed for uploading of transcripts directly into the
software where I could begin coding right within the documents instead of creating a separate
document for codes. Before uploading to ATLAS.ti, I had to clean up the transcripts that were
recorded using Otter.ai. This process entailed listening carefully to the audio again several times
and correcting of the misquoted material. Interviewer questions were removed in the cleaned
versions so that only the words of the participants remained. After cleaning of the transcripts,
they were uploaded into ATLAS.ti. I then thoroughly read through each transcript, highlighting
the significant statements. I created and/or applied codes for each statement. This resulted in 64
codes. This procedure deepened my understanding of the qualitative research process and the
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phenomenon. After coding was complete, I began the process of clustering. The attempt to use
the software for clustering was frustrating and inefficient. I could not organize the data in a way
that effectively advanced my understanding and clarity. I wanted to be able to see all of the codes
at the same time so that I could move them around and combine them as I saw fit. Ultimately, the
most effective way to organize the data was through creating tables. This method allowed me to
visualize the clustering process better and create categories the way I wanted. After reviewing
the coding manuals and guidebooks, I took another look at my codes. I decided to define my
codes. This made it clear that some of my codes were redundant. Codes were condensed by a
color-coding and matching procedure using the tables and assigning the same color for codes that
had the same meanings (Appendix E). This made it easier for me to merge the codes in
ATLAS.ti. Reclustering was completed based on the revised list. I wrote each code on a paper
cutout and used these to sort the new codes into groups, leading to less clusters. I went from 64
to 23 codes and 6 to 4 clusters. Examining these condensed categories gave a sense of the themes
that were developing. I looked at the groundedness of codes by creating a bar chart that showed
and organized the number of times topics were mentioned by participants (Appendix F). In
ATLAS.ti, groundedness refers to the number of significant statements with which the code is
associated. Then I looked at the groundedness of categories by adding up the code counts for
each category. The condensed clusters are included in the table below along with total
frequencies for each cluster and code (Table 4).
Table 4: Condensed Clusters with Code Frequencies

Influences Outside of
School-36

Coping- 82

School issues- 100

School Support- 10

Therapy 1

Wall 10

Late Work- 2

BH Outside 12
Community 7
Social Media 7

Average 2
Love Yourself 16
SBW 9

Light skin is
better/Colorism- 13
BH not taught- 11
Social stress- 34
Racism- 12
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Exploration- 2
Representation- 6

Family support 9

Pain 9
Hard Work 3
It is what it is 17
Leaving- 4
Don’t like school- 2
Good Black girl- 10

Teachers don’t care- 30

The code frequency chart helped me to see the depth of meaning, weight, and relevance
to the girls. In examining the categories, I noticed that the codes in the school-related categories
implied that the girls overwhelmingly described their school experiences negatively. They
talked about incidences of colorism, racism and stress. Only rarely did they bring up nurturing
and support. In fact, they repeatedly relayed instances where teachers and administrators either
did nothing to help the girls when they experienced issues or blamed them for their issues.
Consequently, I came to the theme, “I feel like they didn’t really care that much.” Next, I looked
at the category related to how the girls were dealing with and understanding their experiences.
The codes in this category reflected how the girls were grappling with their circumstances, doing
the best they could with what they had been given. Though they expressed that school and life in
general is not easy for them, they resolved to block out negativity. They would turn what they
could not ignore into a motivating factor. This inspired the theme, “It doesn’t really affect me.”
The girls did describe some factors that supported their personal and cultural identity
development. Most of those factors took place outside of school. Hence, I came to the last theme,
“You have to do that on your own time.” I developed these in vivo themes based on the
perceptions of experiences that the girls directly expressed to me.
Conclusion
This chapter outlines and explains the study design, and approach for examining the
educational experiences of dark-skinned African American adolescent girls as they develop their
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cultural and personal identities. Included sections describe the research setting and participants
and explain how and why the settings and participants were selected. Further sections describe
the phenomenological data collection and analysis process that were applied to arrive at 23
codes, four clusters, and three themes. The themes that emerged during the analysis process are:
1) I feel like they didn’t really care that much; 2) It doesn’t really affect me; and 3) You have to
do that on your own time.
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CHAPTER IV: FINDINGS

Overview of Findings
The purpose of the study is to examine the ways in which dark-skinned African American
girls’ educational experiences support or impair their identity development. Phenomenological
research seeks to determine the essential meaning of a particular phenomenon by capturing the
collective experience among multiple individuals (Creswell & Poth, 2018). In this section, I
describe the experiences of the participants based on their own words. First, I answer the
research questions and explain how I arrived at the answers. Next, I describe the themes and how
the themes were derived, leading me to the answers to the research question and sub questions.
Then, the participants’ words provide content to further illuminate the substance of their
experiences. The content is organized according to theme. Then, I further analyze the themes in
relationship to answering the research question and sub-questions.
This study examines the journey of self-discovery and personal awareness. Therefore, the
transcendental phenomenological approach is appropriate as it lifts the voices of the participants
so that they could tell their own story in their own words (Moustakas, 1994). This is especially
important for African American girls, a vulnerable population who have often been taken
advantage of, mischaracterized, or ignored. This study sought answers to the following question
and sub questions:
What are the educational experiences of dark-skinned African American adolescent girls
as they develop their cultural and personal identities?
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a. What are dark-skinned African American girls’ perceptions of their cultural and
personal identities?
b. How do dark-skinned African American girls’ educational experiences influence their
identity development?
c. How does complexion influence self-concept and educational experiences among
dark-skinned African American girls?
Answers to Research Question and Sub Questions
For this study, semi-structured interviews were the data source for the primary research
question and all of the sub questions. Semi-structured interviews are generally used to collect
data and answer questions in phenomenological research (Moustakas, 1994). The
phenomenological researcher can verify the shared experience of individuals in a group by
gathering data from multiple participants from the group (Kozleski, 2017; Lile & Richards,
2016). In this case, all participants were self-identified as dark-skinned African American
adolescent girls. This study used participants’ statements as points of reference to guide in the
discovery of patterns and themes (Cresswell & Miller, 2000). Looking at the phenomenon with
openness and looking again and again with fresh eyes allowed for confirmation and verification
of themes to elucidate the girls’ common lived experience (Moustakas, 1994).
To answer the primary research question, What are the educational experiences of darkskinned African American adolescent girls as they develop their cultural and personal
identities?, I asked questions to find out the participants’ perceptions, beliefs, and experiences.
The girls shared their thoughts and ideas about themselves and Blackness. They described the
messages they received about what it means to be Black from school, family, and media. They
also explained what they see, hear, feel, and do while at school. Based on these descriptions, I
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came to understand the educational experiences of the dark-skinned African American
adolescent girls who participated in this study to be unsupportive of their healthy identity
development. The girls said they saw themselves to be in a mostly unwelcoming and unpleasant
environment where their self-concept and self-esteem are constantly attacked and threatened.
Because the school fails to offer academic resources that will support the development of a
healthy understanding of themselves, the participants looked outside the school to educate
themselves.
For the first sub question, What are dark-skinned African American girls’ perceptions of
their cultural and personal identities?, the girls told me what their family and culture meant to
them and explained that these connections benefit them. While the girls perceive that others who
are outside of the Black community (including their teachers) see Black girls and Black people
as loud, aggressive, unattractive, disruptive, and unruly, the girls perceive themselves and Black
people as strong, beautiful, unique, and inspirational. Because they did not get the knowledge
and educational materials from school to figure out what it means to be an African American girl
or to develop a positive Black identity, the girls sought the information on their own.
The second sub question, How do dark-skinned African American girls’ educational
experiences influence their identity development?, digs deeper into the impact of educational
experience. The participants told me what it means to them to be an African American girl.
They also told me what they learn about Blackness at school and described their interactions
with teachers and peers. The girls’ educational experiences do not support their healthy identity
development as African American girls. They face a constant struggle to overcome and rebut
stereotypes and attacks on their character and being.
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The answer for the last sub question, How does complexion influence self-concept and
educational experiences among dark-skinned African American girls?, came from what the girls
told me how they felt about their skin tone, hair texture, and facial features. Though the girls
only made 13 significant statements explicitly related to colorism, six out of 10 girls said they
had witnessed or experienced colorism at school. Three of the participants described direct
instances of colorism in their own lives where the impact caused them to question their own
value. They also described how others treated them based on color. The girls described being
bullied and rejected because of features that align with the African phenotype, including darker
complexion and more tightly coiled hair. The girls said when they were younger, they believed
the negative comments people made about them based on color and rejected their own color.
However, they said they had come to understand these negative beliefs to be wrong.
Derivation of Themes
The aim of this section is to explain the themes that helped answer the research questions
and justify the answers. All three themes come from direct quotes from participants, each chosen
because it aptly described the content of the theme. For the first theme, “I feel like they didn’t
really care that much,” the girls in the study described their educational environment as hostile
more than nurturing or supportive of their progress and wellbeing. They outright stated that
teachers did not care and would not do anything about issues they faced, such as bullying,
harassment, and discrimination. Most of the school stress the participants described came from
peers. However, teachers and administrators either looked the other way when the girls reported
incidents or even placed blame on the girls. The students even described incidents where the
teachers themselves made colorist negative comments about the girls’ appearance and made
statements that perpetuated racial stereotypes. Students repeatedly stated that Black history was
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either not taught or only taught during Black History Month. The students suggested that Black
history is not taught at school because it is not important to the school. To the girls, Black
identity and Black history was a part of them. Ignoring Black history to the girls meant ignoring
their identity and ignoring the girls themselves.
The second theme, “It doesn’t really affect me,” relates to how these African American
girls draw from whatever support they are provided to negotiate meaning to help them navigate
their world. They eventually came to the determination that they needed to make the best of
their situation in order to survive. These girls told me and tell themselves that everything is fine.
Even if it is not, they say it is what it is, so they just have to make do. The girls shared about
times when they were called the N-word and monkey in a matter-of-fact way as if they made a
calculation that dwelling on these incidents was just not worth the trouble. In fact, they stated
that no one would do anything anyway. Instead, they felt it was better to look at the ability to
overcome such experiences as a strength that they should be proud of. They have attempted to
build a dome around themselves to protect themselves from negative comments and stereotype
threats. They tell themselves that even if the world hates them, if they remember to love
themselves, it doesn’t matter.
The third theme, “You have to do that on your own time,” comes from the girls’
statement that they have to look outside of school for the educational support to positively
develop their identities. Though research suggests the school can support the girls by providing
lessons and experiences that help them connect their personal and cultural histories with current
circumstances, the girls say these connections are not being made at school. The girls expressed
a desire to understand Black history. In order to learn about Black history, the girls are mostly
doing their own research. They are using Google, social media, and movies to gain knowledge.
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They are also getting assistance from their families and community groups that encourage the
girls to learn more and expose them to museums and other resources.
Data Support for Themes
Theme 1: I feel like they didn’t really care that much
Though the participants discussed a few aspects of school they felt were most beneficial
(which are included as the last subsection of this section), their conversations about school in
general, social interactions at school, and specific school faculty and staff leaned more toward
the negative. In fact, the girls had difficulty thinking of positive aspects of school. For this
reason, I made sure to challenge the girls to consider any positive experiences. Still, of the total
significant statements that the girls made, less than five percent were positive statements about
school. When considering just the participants’ statements concerning school, nine percent were
positive versus 91% that were negative. In the eyes of the girls, the school environment is not
one that nurtures their growth and development as young African American women.
The girls shared experiences of being insulted, disrespected, bullied, and ignored by both
peers and adults. Three of the girls shared that they had experienced rejection and taunting by
other students because of dark skin, tightly-coiled hair, and full lips. Further, these participants
expressed that this derision caused them sadness and confusion.
The girls said they knew they could not depend on the school to protect them, because
sometimes the adults at the school were complicit. This resulted in the girls feeling like they
were not respected or valued by either their peers or their teachers and administrators. The school
did not engender a sense of belongingness in the girls. To the contrary, the eight of the
participants expressed that they felt lonely and isolated at school. The only girls who did not
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express this sentiment were the girls who attended a school with a Black student population
above 30%.
This theme content section is organized into three subsections, Peer Rection, Teacher
Rejection, Exclusion of Black History, and Positive Experiences. Parenthetical descriptions
denote the speaker’s grade and skin tone. The first subsection highlights the perceived disrespect
and rejection from the girls’ fellow students.
Peer Rejection

Most of the interactions the girls described involved peer interactions. Some of those
interactions contributed to the girls feeling that they were not welcome or wanted.
Ella (8M) shared a time when she was called the N-word and no one came to her defense:
When this boy like said the N-word around me and it like, made me uncomfortable, kind
of and then he like apologized afterwards, even though it was wrong and he kind of got,
like he got dared to do it. I feel like he took it as a joke rather than taking it serious and
the teacher like she took it as a joke as well.
She went on to explain how this incident impacted her feelings about the people at
school:
It's just made me feel like people really didn't respect me like as a person. And it's like, I
feel like they didn't really care that much because he like really didn't take it serious but I
just felt like really disrespected when it happened to me.
Florence (7M) also described an experience of being called the N-word, but she
expressed no emotional connection to it and felt that it was to be expected:
I was playing volleyball with my friends and this guy came up to me and he called me a
monkey called me Blackie and he also called me the N-word a couple of times…I don't
really think much about it. Because people always say that just to get on people’s bad
sides. I don't think much about it.
This happened to Florence again. Her take was that it only happened twice in two years.
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It was only like a slight encounter that I was eating lunch with my friends and all he did
was like point at me and then said there is an N-word sitting right there.
Colorism involves placing a higher value on features that are more aligned with European
features and devaluing features that are more closely aligned with African features. The girls
described situations where they were criticized, made fun of, or singled out because of their skin
tone, hair texture, or facial features.
Mamie (12D), who described herself as dark brown, talked about a time when a boy that
she liked told her she was too dark for him. She quoted the boy and described her response:
‘I don't really like people that aren't, you know, the same color as like Beyonce. You
know people that are lighter’ and that gave me whiplash. It sucks even more because he
had been my friend for like two years. And he had said that to me, and I was like, Wow,
you are…
The boy went on to the subject of hair:
So you know, one of those 17 magazines and this woman had Bantu knots in her hair and
he was like, ‘I don't like those’. He was like, ‘I think they look stupid’ and whatever.
Nannie (6D) brought up when her friend pointed out how Nannie had become tanned
from the sun:
My one associate she did say I got darker from spring break. But that's about it. And
some people they joke about people being Black [dark skinned]…And there's people
laughing but I don't really think it's that funny.
Nannie (6D) explained why she did not want to get darker:
It made me feel a little sad because it's not like I would want to be darker. But it's just
like, like, I don't know…I just like my skin color that I had before. I don't mind being
darker but like I don’t know.
Nannie (6D) said her peers also make fun of her facial features:
I don't know like sometimes they say My lips are big.
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Ella (8M) told me about an incident where another girl felt that it was okay to reach out
and touch Ella’s hair:
Like a girl tried to touch my hair and I had like braids in and like… like I really didn't
like it. It made me uncomfortable. I also had beads in like African beads and she was like,
questioning and stuff and I just didn't really like it that much like what she was doing.
Ella (8M) went on to explain why it was not okay:
Like it just like didn't respect my boundaries. She didn't care if I liked it or not. She just
kind of did it. And I was like, kind of felt like she didn't understand respecting
boundaries. I was like, pushing away kind of like I wasn't really.. like I didn't really
know her either. So, I didn't really want her to do it.

Teacher Rejection

When discussing their teachers, the girls shared feeling that their teachers’ negative
actions and attitudes toward the girls ranged from indifference to disdain.
Ella felt that her White teacher could not relate to Ella (8M) and therefore could not
empathize with Ella’s feelings after being called the N-word:
I feel like they don't really or they can show care but it won't be as genuine because like,
they don't know what it's like, like themselves. They can't really experience it and know
how it feels. So, they try their best to be understanding but it's so different from like a
Black teacher like trying to comfort you because they know what it's like. And they
experience it more often than they do.
When Florence (7M) was called the N-word, she also did not feel that the school or her
teachers would protect or defend her.
I don't think much was done. I did write a statement about it. But I doubt the school did
much. I mean, schools don't really do much about situations like that. I realize that.
Mary (6M) said her teachers’ preferences are not just implied but are evident to her:
Really most of the teachers’ favorite students are White, and I don't like understand why
but…
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She went further to describe an instance where she felt she was unfairly disciplined:
And, um, so what happened was there was this one girl she was talking about, like racist
stuff. And I was like, Why are you being racist? And, and, and Ms. Smith yelled at me and
told me that. Oh, this is not my problem. And she texted my mom and like, in a racist way.
So then that got me a detention and I had to stay after school. And I had to clean I had to
clean the whole class for like a slave.
Mamie (12D) felt like her teachers’ preferences directly and negatively impacted her by
costing her an opportunity:
I was really trying my best. And we were doing this leadership seminar, and they chose
only White people. A group of 10 White candidates, some of which had C's D’s.
Sarah (9M) remembered an instance with a teacher that offended Sarah but took her a
while to process:
But basically one of my friends was like playing in my head. She was like, ‘Get your
hands out of her hair. I don't want those little Black hairs on my floor.’ And like, at that
time, I was like, Oh, well, maybe she didn’t want to sweep it up but then I realized it was
like really offensive.
She went on to say that her brother later had the same teacher. An incident confirmed for
Sarah (9M) that the teacher may have had some issues:
…he told me that some boy some White boy was saying like the N-word. And she was
saying that it was fine because everybody else says it and I didn't think about the incident
until he said something about it.
Mamie (12D) who also described incidences of microaggressions from teachers said
simply:
Teachers say a lot of out-of-pocket stuff.
Dorothy (6D) said in her experience Black students are generally the ones targeted for
discipline even though they are not misbehaving any more than other students:
Others, it’s like, it's not even only me, but like, some of my teachers. They have
arguments with other Black students in that class…Like if we raise our hand to go to the
bathroom? He will make us wait, or he’ll tell us no. We gotta wait to the end of the
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period to use the bathroom. Or like if a student has their phone, He'll either argue with
them about it. Or if he sees a student and he thinks they're skipping outside of this class.
He'll call the deans or he’ll write a referral…Because other kids in that class that are not
Black, they have done multiple things other than what we have done, and they rarely get
in trouble for it.
Dorothy (6D) implied that if teachers watch what they say and how they say it, they
could improve the atmosphere for Black students:
What would make it better in classes is if some of the teachers weren’t so rude.

Exclusion of Black History

The students say their teachers are not including historical details and information to help
them make sense of or discuss the Black past or present. The girls said they considered Black
history to be a central part of their identity. By excluding and ignoring Black history, the
participants felt the school excluded and ignored them.
Ella (8M) wants to know more about Black history:
Um, for me, like in most schools that I've been in, like, they don't really cover it as much
but that's like they should because I think it's a big deal now. Well, it's always been a big
deal, but actually, they really should like start discussing it more. Instead of just like kind
of mentioning it once and then forgetting about it or mentioning it once, because it's like
a very big deal.
Mary’s (6M) shares her limited exposure to Black history:
I don't learn Black history. Because my I go to school every day, so they don't talk about
Black people in history in schools. Really, … my experience in history is that Black
people were slaves and White people were like, powerful and stuff. But they show that a
lot of White people are powerful now these days because of how the world and how
everything is going. So yeah, like history wise, the only history that I know is like Martin
Luther King and basic Black people.
Most of the participants said students’ Black history exposure at school was learning
about a few individuals during Black history month. For example, Ida (5D) said:
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They talk about Rosa Parks, Maya Angelou, Martin Luther King.
Sarah (9M) summed up her experience as:
I haven't learned much about my history. And like the stuff I have learned it was about
slavery.
Florence (7M) thought maybe Black history gets eliminated in secondary education to
make room for other topics:
I don't… I'd say it's not as important in middle school and high school. So they do more
historical stuff in elementary school and then more like subject stuff in middle school and
high school.
Positive Experiences

Though the girls described many experiences that could negatively impact the girls’
identity development and only limited support for their identity development, they did talk about
some of the aspects of school that they felt were helpful. The students appreciated teachers’
willingness to be flexible and extend grace.
Althea (11M) said it was helpful for her teachers to establish clear structure:
My first period teacher she'll be like, ‘Oh, this is due this day. You got a deadline…The
way you could make that up is you have to be extra credit’.... Like giving us time periods
of when we need to do stuff.
Fannie shared how her teacher allows students to make up missing assignments:
She helps me catch up my grade if it’s like bad. And yeah, that's pretty much it.
A few of the students also discussed classes or regularl activities at school where they get
to explore their interests. Fannie (8D) mentioned:
So [the exploration classes] are like really about us.
Sarah’s (9M) school also designates such time:
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Um, so in third, before third period, we had like this thing called [exploration class].
The students also felt having teachers who could understand them and identify with their
experiences and needs was positive. Ella (8M) said that when she was switched into a Black
teacher’s class from a White teacher’s class after the incident where the boy called Ella the Nword, she felt more supported:
Yes, I got switched out of her class to a Black teacher after that, and I felt like a lot more
comfortable in her class than I did in the other one.
Ida (5D) also values the presence of Black teachers:
Well, since there are Black teachers in my school, they treat like all Black students very
good.
The girls also said it gave them some sense of security having other students who looked
like them. Fannie (8D) said:
Because there's other people like the same color. I'm just not the only one so I don't have
to really worry about it.

Mamie (12D), who moved around a lot because her father was in the military, said she
felt a greater sense of belonging at one of the schools she formerly attended because there were
more students of color:
And it was kind of exciting because I was like, wow, there are significantly more
minorities here. West Palm Beach is filled with Hispanic and Black people. It's really
great. It was one of the first times that like since kindergarten that I had been around a
much larger, like Black presence.
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Theme 2: It doesn’t really affect me.
The girls arrived at a decision that they would face school and societal pressures with a
sense of resolve and a cool, calm presentation. They decided that they would not be moved. The
girls repeatedly told me, “I’m okay” and then proceeded to tell me about discrimination, attacks,
and isolation. Right before telling me she felt isolated and undervalued, Florence (7M) said:
Well, I mean, overall, my experiences have been okay
Just before telling me she had been called a monkey during P.E., Florence said:
Most of them are good. Sometimes I've experienced some racist comments, only twice.
And I've been at that school for two years, so far once every year… I get treated as any
other person. Nothing really racist except for every now and then. But everything's
basically okay.
Dorothy (6D) was also tentative about her opinion of school. Just before describing
incidents of bullying and perceived discrimination, she told me:
School is good but not all that good, because certain students that go there, but other
than that school, my experience in schools is good.
Finally, she came to the conclusion that:
I don't really care about the comments because it doesn't really affect me.
Nannie’s (6D) mom encouraged her to brush it off:
There's sometimes where some people talk about me but it doesn’t really affect me
because my mom told me to just let it go. And there's people that's going to talk about you
not everybody's gonna be your friend so she just told me to like not worry about it. But
overall, it's been going pretty good.
Ida (5D)sees the negativity as a catalyst for ascension:
People look at me weirdly but that doesn't stop me. I just think of it as hate and haters,
they make me stronger.
They described feeling like they needed to construct a defensive barrier that sometimes
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included literal self-seclusion by removing themselves from potentially threatening situations or
emotional distance by wearing a mask to hide their sadness and anger. Ella (8M) said her
experience with being called the N-word made her want to draw more into herself:
It just like made me just like want to be more distant to people because like it just… it
made me upset really? Like I just felt more distance to people, and I just focus on my
work more than anything and just with that myself.
In talking about her response to microaggressions, Mamie (12D) said:
It hasn't always been great for me. It definitely made me hide way more about myself.
Althea (11M) had described an incident where she felt like a Black student had been
treated differently because of race. Althea said isolating herself protects her from being exposed
to prejudice at her school:
I mean, I don't really see it that often because I'd be in my own world.
The girls said muting and/or hiding themselves gave them a sense of protection from
assault by making them acceptable in the eyes of the teachers and administrators. Mamie (12D)
said her ability to adapt is what helps her get by:
And so I hate to say that I'm definitely well versed in White culture, I understand a lot of
what they expect from me, and unfortunately, I mean, for the most part, it's also become
who I am to a degree.
Mamie (12D) recognizes that not all Black girls can or are willing to adapt to be
accepted:
… because I'm relatively reserved, I don't have this issue. But I noticed that you know,
they look at these people [Black girls who are not reserved]. They're like, oh, you're too
rowdy. You're too loud. They're some of the first people to get shut down. It's weird to
me.

Sarah (9M) also describes how her demeanor separates her from other Black girls:
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Certain teachers, they're like, it's kind of weird. Like certain students like me, I get
treated well, I'll get like along, but then like, they're the students who like aren't like me
who have some behavioral issues and stuff like that and like, get sent down to discipline
like 100 times a day…But like otherwise I'm no different than that. Because like, at the
end of the day, we're all students and like, yeah, …kind of like separates us and not for
me, but like for teachers. And other people. Yeah….they're normal. Everybody has
emotions. So like whether you're angry, sad, mad, happy or whatever, it's going to come
out some way.
Sarah (9M) said she does not feel free to express her emotions in the same way:
For me if I'm like, mad, I'll stay quiet the entire day. And I won't say anything to anybody.
And then like, if I'm sad, same thing, like I keep it all. And while I'm in school, and when
I'm at home, I deal with it how Ideal with it… But then again, like, I know how some
teachers are, not my teachers per se, but like, if I have some sort of attitude, I’ll get sent
down to discipline automatically.
Sarah (9M) says she knows to restrain herself to avoid the negative consequences she
sees other Black girls have to face for expressing themselves:
Like, it's kind of like keep your head down. Don't say anything.

The girls came to the conclusion that school would not be the place where they would
excel or find support. Most of them said they just endure school. However, even without
support from school to understand and deal with issues such as stereotypes, microaggressions,
and discrimination, the girls deal with these issues as best they can. They also concluded that
even though these difficulties are a part of their reality as Black girls, the difficulty is worth the
reward. Ella (8M) said there is pride in being a Black girl:
Like it's I wouldn't say it's hard but it kind of can be hard sometimes because there can be
like, people who are just kind of ignorant, I guess you could say so. But it's like, I
wouldn't change it for the world because like I'm proud of who I am and stuff but you just
have to be like a strong person and love who you are for yourself and not want to change
for anyone else.
Sarah (9M) said that though she previously felt insecure about her hair texture and shape
because of teasing, she has learned to love herself and the fact that she is unique:
I love it…Because I know my hair is unique. My body's unique. Nobody else in the world
is like me.
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Theme 3: You have to do that on your own time.
The girls came to their positive feelings about being Black girls without much support
from school. Most of the support they did receive came from sources outside of school. One
contributor to positive Black identity development is knowledge of Black history. The girls
learned Black history mostly through their own research, their families, or through community
programs. Ella (8M) said she was driven to do her own search:
Yeah, like I learned on my own and in my own research and working on it like on myself
rather than in school…Like growing up, I watched like a lot of Black movies and Black
history movies and stuff. And like I see a lot of social media nowadays too

Mamie (12D) also described watching movies and doing her own research:
He [Mamie’s father] would try and make us watch Selma watch Hidden Figures the
second it came out, which it is a fantastic movie. He would tell us about things. I remember I
used to call my brother and Nimrod. He still is one. And my dad would tell me about how they
were African warriors…He would tell us about how they would specifically fight in the dark
because it gave him the edge and he would kind of throw in facts here and there. But for the most
part, it's been stuff that I've had to find out myself looking things up. Hearing other Black people
talk about things… I know social media has gotten better with talking about things that are
truthful talking about who's made traffic lights.
Nannie (6D) said she has learned some things through social media and her community
group:
Um, so I can research some things and also see things on Tik Tok too. And I actually
went to this museum with the Girls of Grace group. And we learned about Harry T.
Moore and Harriet V. Moore and we learned about what happened with them and stuff
like that.
Althea (11M) said watching the events and activities of the Black Lives Matter
movement on TV and in social media encouraged her to think about what it means to be Black in
America.
Yes. I feel like society. Like with the whole Black Lives Matter movement. Everybody, like
different races felt a different kind of way when in reality. That's just how we feel. And
that's how we try to let the world know without being violent.
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Another contributor to the girls’ positive identity development came from the love and
encouragement of the elders in the community. Ella (8M) said this kind of positivity is what has
helped to guide her to self-love:
Like family members and other Black people, like uplifting you and stuff. And also, just
like representing your culture is another good thing.

Nannie (6D) also said being a part of a loving community has given her confidence:
It's actually very nice because, like, you just have so many people that around you that's
loving. And they encouraging you …. And like Black is beautiful and I love my skin. And
like I'm actually proud to be Black. I'm glad my parents are Black.
Fannie (8D) spoke about how belonging to a community of peers gives her the
opportunity to talk among girls who understand her experiences because they have had the same
kinds of experiences:
Like being around people and knowing them, and that like sometimes some girls that I
know, they go through the same thing, but like back then so I will talk about it and then it
will make me feel better. Like knowing that I'm not the only one is good.

Sarah (9M) said therapy helped her resolve the issues that caused her to question her selfworth. She said she has come to a place of positive Black identity:
There's like a lot of ups and downs like growing up. I felt I was like, really insecure.
About like, my hair, my body everything. Like there was a point where I had a lot of heat
damage, because I would like try and straighten my hair…and then another insecurity
was like my body because I'm extremely curvy. And like, I would get called fat for like
having curves. I'm just like, I guess I am fat… I got into therapy. And like I talked to my
therapist about like, how I got bullied because of my size my hair. And she [the therapist]
just [said] like your hair is unique. She taught me like all these techniques about self-love,
and that built my confidence.
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Themes Related to Research Questions
Primary Research Question
What are the educational experiences of dark-skinned African American adolescent girls as they develop
their cultural and personal identities?

The purpose of the study is to examine the ways in which dark skinned African American
girls’ educational experiences support or impair their identity development. In this study, I seek
to explore and understand the experiences of dark-skinned African American adolescent girls by
allowing the girls to describe their own experience. By interviewing the girls, I allowed them to
answer the research question through their own words. I listened to hear what the girls said
about themselves and their race; what messages the girls receive from school, family, and media
about what it means to be Black; what the girls see hear, feel, and do while in school in
relationship to their development as Black women; and how the girls interact with each other.
Through the first data theme, “I feel like they didn’t really care that much,” the girls told me that
they see their educational environment as hostile more than nurturing. The second data theme,
“It doesn’t really affect me,” shows that they draw from whatever support they are provided to
negotiate meaning to help them survive. The third data theme, “You have to do that on your own
time,” shows that they look outside of the school for educational support to positively develop
their identities.
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First Sub Question
What are dark-skinned African American girls’ perceptions of their cultural and personal
identities?

To answer the first sub question, I listened to hear what the girls said about what their
family and culture mean to them and what the girls said about how connections and/or
disconnections benefit or hinder them. In connecting this question to the first data theme (“I feel
like they didn’t really care that much), I found that while the girls had a positive private regard,
they had a negative public regard. In relationship to the second theme (It doesn’t really affect
me), I found that the girls used rejection to buffer the negative messages they received. For the
third data theme (You have to do that on your own time), I heard that the girls took on the
responsibility of educating themselves to understand themselves.
Second Sub Question
How do dark-skinned African American girls’ educational experiences influence their identity
development?

For this question, I am informed by what the participants said about what it means to be
an African American girl/woman in the American school system and what they said about what
they learn, their academic progress, how they are treated by peers and adults, and how they
interact with peers and adults. The first data theme (I feel like they didn’t really care that much),
reflects how the girls are not being provided resources or lessons to help them develop in a
healthy way. The second data theme (It doesn’t really affect me), describes how the girls struggle
to fight against the perceived negative stereotypes in their own minds. The third data theme (You
have to do that on your own time), is based on the girls’ statements that they gain an
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understanding of their cultural identity based on after school programs, movies, and internet
research.
Third Sub Question
How does complexion influence self-concept and educational experiences among darkskinned African American girls?

In answering this question, I examined what the girls told me about their skin tone and
what they told me about their progress and treatment at school. For the first data theme, (I feel
like they didn’t really care that much), I found that the school does not protect the girls against
bullying based on colorism or provide them the information necessary for critical consciousness.
For the second theme in the data (It doesn’t really affect me), I saw that even though the girls
were influenced by negative messages about African features such as darker skin tones and
kinkier hair, the girls fought against internalization of these messages and expressed they now
believed these ideas are wrong. For the last data theme (You have to do that on your own time),
the girls told me how their understanding of themselves has developed through their own search,
both internal and external.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I detailed the findings of A phenomenological study of educational
experiences among dark-skinned African American girls during adolescence. I interviewed 10
middle grades and high school girls from three different community programs. Though semistructured interviews were the primary data source, I also had the participants complete a brief
background questionnaire and the MIBI-t. The purpose of this data was to inform the interview
process. While collecting data, I performed preliminary analysis, taking notes and bracketing my
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judgements. Once I reached saturation, I continued the data analysis process, which included
coding, clustering, and theme generation. I developed three in vivo themes based on my
analysis. Theme one, “I felt like they didn’t care that much”, reflects the fact that darker-skinned
African American girls see their educational environment as unpleasant and unwelcoming. They
do not feel nurtured, protected, or supported. The theme “It doesn’t really affect me” is drawn
from the girls’ reported experiences of negotiating meaning that minimizes and normalizes
negativity in order to survive. The last theme, “You have to do that on your own time,”
demonstrates how darker-skinned African American girls have to look for education support for
their identity development outside of school.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION
Introduction
This chapter contains the discussion of what was found in the analysis of the data during
the study. The first section briefly reviews the current themes in the literature, followed by an
elaboration on how the themes in the current study data relate to the themes in the extant
literature. The elaboration begins with the research on Black identity development in general. A
graphic is included to illustrate the current study’s ties to the MMRI. Other themes in the
literature are the existence of external influences, the significance of internal processing, the
potential methods of support, and the complexity of identity development and racial identity
development. There are sections dedicated to each of these literature themes that provide details
on how that theme relates to each of the current study’s themes. Next is an explanation of how
this research supports and deviates from existing research. After that, I acknowledge the
limitations of my study. Then I revisit my positionality after completing the study. Finally, I
expound on the implications of the study as it relates to potential impact as well as future
research and practice. This qualitative study used the transcendental phenomenological approach
to answer the following question and sub questions:
What are the educational experiences of dark-skinned African American adolescent girls
as they develop their cultural and personal identities?
a.

What are dark-skinned African American girls’ perceptions of their cultural and

personal identities?
b.

How do dark-skinned African American girls’ educational experiences influence

their identity development?
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c.

How does complexion influence self-concept and educational experiences among

dark-skinned African American girls?
My primary data source was semi-structured interviews of 10 dark-skinned African
American girls. I also used a background questionnaire and the MIBI-t instrument to collect data
to be used for the purpose of determining inclusion and guiding questioning. I recruited
participants from community programs. All participants returned signed parental consent forms
and gave their assent prior to collection of data. After reaching saturation, I used the
transcendental phenomenological approach to analyze the data. Coding of the data resulted in 64
codes. My second cycle pattern coding resulted in 23 condensed codes and four condensed
clusters. The following in vivo themes emerged from my analysis of the data: 1) I feel like they
didn’t really care that much; 2) It doesn’t really affect me; and 3) You have to do that on your
own time. Details of these findings are included in chapter IV of the study.
Summary of Existing Research
The existing research on Black identity development among adolescents finds that
external factors influence the identity development of Black girls. Factors such as school, family,
peers, and media affect the way Black girls think about themselves and their race (Mims &
Williams, 2020; Thomas et al., 2009; Williams & Moody, 2009; Young et al., 2018). The ways
in which girls are treated and perceived as well as the girls’ perception of public regard can
affect the way girls experience school and life (Chauvous et al., 2008; Pringle et al., 2012;
Thomas et al., 2009; Young et al., 2018). Though public regard impacts Black girls’ educational
experiences and outcomes, private regard is just as impactful (Mims & Williams, 2020). Positive
self-concept and racial identity can protect Black girls against the onslaught of racism, stereotype
threat, and sexism (Chavous et al, 2003; Chavous et al., 2008; Davis, 2021; Graves, 2014;
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Thomas et al., 2009). Black students who are able to understand how the past connects to the
present circumstances of Black people have higher achievement (Chavous et al., 2003; Jones et
al., 2018; Oyserman et al., 2001). Educators can help the girls make these connections through
Culturally relevant pedagogy that affirms the girls’ identities (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Educators
should also encourage students to think critically about the history of Black people, which
includes matters of racial injustice (Braden et al., 2020; Busey & Walker, 2017; Graves, 2014;
Hudson-Weems, 2020; Jones et al., 2018; Lynn, 1999; Thomas et al, 2009; Mims & Williams,
2020; Young et al., 2018). Educators can also support Black girls by acknowledging and
appreciating their strengths as well as encouraging leadership and expression (Hudson-Weems,
2020; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Mims & Jones, 2020; Young et al, 2018). Community programs
can complement the educational system in providing these kinds of supports to Black girls (Jones
et al., 2018; Mann et al., 2015; Muhammad, 2014; Thomas et al., 2008). Researchers should go
beyond studying Black students as a whole to consider the specific needs of Black girls (Abrams,
2020; Crenshaw et al., 2015; Hudson-Weems, 2020; LDF, 2014; Mims & Williams, 2020;
Oyserman et al., 2001).
Data Theme Connections to Existing Research
Black Identity Development
In general, researchers find that Black identity development, whether positive or
negative, impacts Black adolescents. Sellers et al. (1998) developed a model to consider the
complex nature of racial identity development. The current study leans on this model because it
is flexible, multifaceted, and nonlinear as it examines the interactions within and without to
describe one’s racial awareness. The MMRI includes the categories of salience, centrality,
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regard, and ideology. Salience refers to how extensively a person relates his or her race to that
person’s self-concept during a specific context or situation. Centrality deals with a person’s
attachment to race and how important he or she considers it in relationship to one’s personal
definition of oneself. Regard relates to how a person perceives his or her own race and how that
person believes others perceive it. Ideology refers to an individual’s beliefs and perceptions of
acceptable and unacceptable behavior exhibited by members of the race.
The students in the current study described experiences related to each of the four
dimensions of the MMRI. With regard to salience, they shared their remembrance of particular
impactful instances of coming to terms with race, racial conflict, and racism. In terms of the
centrality component, the girls generally expressed a strong and positive sense of centrality.
However, they also expressed that they came to this sense without or in spite of their experiences
in school. In relationship to the regard dimension, the participants said they understood the
public attitudes toward Black girls and Black people to be negative. Still, they described their
own perceptions of Blackness positively. For ideology, the girls felt Black people should
participate in activities that uplift other Black people and seek an understanding and awareness
of Black identity through Black studies and Black history. The following graphic provides an
example from the data for each dimension of the MMRI (Figure 3).
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• I was playing volleyball with
my friends and this guy came
up to me and he called me a
monkey called me Blackie and
he also called me the N-word
a couple of times.- Forence

• It's actually very nice because,
like, you just have so many
people that around you that's
loving. And they encouraging
you. - Nannie

Salience

Centrality

Regard

Ideology

• Because like it's a beautiful
skin colors and beautiful
culture to come from.Dorothy

• I know especially growing up
Black it's very important to
know about your history, and
your culture and stuff.- Ella

Figure 3: Data Examples of MMRI Dimensions

External Influences
The first theme in the literature acknowledges that external factors influence the identity
development of Black girls. The girls receive messages from family, school, and the media. The
people in the girls’ environment and the society at large communicate to the girls that they are
too dark, too curvy, too loud, but not smart enough (Mims & Williams, 2020; Morris, 2007;
Pringle et al., 2012).
The first data theme, “I feel like they didn’t really care that much,” relates to the negative
messages sent by the school. By their actions or inaction the school and media tell Black girls
that they are not valued, respected, smart, or welcome at school or in society. As it is reflected in
the second theme, “It doesn't really affect me,” Black girls do the best they can to counter the
messages by blocking them or tuning them out. The third theme, You have to do that on your
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own time,” shows that Black girls must go outside of the school to get educational support for
their identity development.
Internal Processing
The second literature theme highlights the importance of ways in which Black girls
process and perceive their identity. This internal processing influences their academic
engagement and achievement. Black girls who have a higher concept of themselves and their
race achieve greater academic success (Jones-DeWeever, 2009; LDF, 2014).
Black students who understand the historical roots of social and political issues that affect
Black people are better equipped to block negative messaging that associates Blackness with
inferiority (Chavous et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2018; Oyserman et al, 2001). However, the first
theme in the data, “I feel like they didn’t really care that much,” underscores the fact that Black
girls are not getting the necessary support to achieve critical consciousness. The second data
theme, “It really doesn’t affect me,” suggests that Black girls are developing mechanisms of
defense to try to buffer negative societal perceptions, treatment, and messaging. For example,
Florence, a seventh grader who described herself as medium brown, negotiated within herself
that being called the N-word and a monkey was not that bad since it only happened once every
year. She described these incidences mechanically and nonchalantly. The girls seemed to be
developing what some have described as the “Strong Black Woman” complex, where Black
women normalize their pain and trauma in order to cope (Abrams et al., 2014; Williams &
Lewis, 2021). The girls normalized their situation to survive it. The third data theme, “You have
to do that on your own time,” indicates that instead of getting the support from school to help
them understand themselves, Black girls draw from independent research, community support,
relatives, and social media.
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Support
According to the third theme in existing literature, programs and practices that support
positive identity development benefit Black girls academically and psychologically. It is
important for Black girls to gain an in depth understanding of Black history and how that history
is connected to today (Banales et al., 2020; Braden et al., 2020; Busey & Walker, 2017; Jones et
al., 2018; King, 2017; Mims & Williams, 2020). Extant research also says teachers and other
adults should accentuate the assets of Black girls through lessons and activities that encourage
them to speak up and lead (Hudson-Weems, 2019; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Mims & Jones, 2020).
In connecting this literature theme to the first theme in the data (“I feel like they didn’t
really care that much), the girls said that the school offers little support. Research has shown that
one way teachers can support the positive identity development of Black girls is through
providing information and skills to understand the connection between the past and current
events as it relates to Black people. The girls stated that they feel that the school does teach
Black history because the school does not think Black history matters. Culturally relevant
pedagogy is another research-supported method of contributing to healthy identities development
of Black girls. However, the participants described incidences of teachers being insensitive to
and even ignorant of students’ backgrounds and experiences with historical and systemic
injustice. Also, based on data theme two, “It doesn’t really affect me,” the girls have developed a
sense of personal fortitude along with defense mechanisms that sometimes isolate and mute
them. Data theme three, “You have to do that on your own time,” shows that the girls gain
strength from family, community programs, and personal research that affirms their heritage.
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Complexity
The final theme in the literature calls for research that considers the complexity of Black
students. Black girls have particular needs that will not be seen or understood if researchers
prioritize Black boys or examine Black students in general without including nuanced
approaches that explore the experiences and varied needs and perspectives of Black girls
(Chavous et al., 2008; Young et al., 2018). Concerns such as colorism, bullying sexual
harassment, and sexual abuse affect Black girls in a unique way and should be investigated in
educational research (Abrams et al., 2020; Crenshaw et al., 2015; Seaton & Carter, 2018;
Williams & Lewis, 2021).
Data theme one, “I feel like they didn’t really care that much,” reflects how girls are
being bullied based on the intersection of gender and race. The girls said they are not being
protected. Instead, they are being ignored or even punished when they speak up. For data theme
two, “It doesn’t really affect me,” the girls determined that they must navigate and survive the
negative messages rejecting them and the negative experiences by minimizing or normalizing
them. This behavior and belief are in line with the Strong Black Woman schema, where Black
women feel they have to deny their emotions and portray a toughness that shows they are
unaffected by negative circumstances. This contributes to a cycle of self-neglect and unresolved
trauma (Abrams et al., 2014). Finally, for data theme three, “You have to do that on your own
time,” the girls muster the strength to reject negative messages and endure negative experiences
with very little educational support from the school. They pull from outside sources in the
community, family, and the Internet.
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Agreement with Existing Research
The findings of this study confirm what has already been found in extant research. First,
the participants in this study expressed the ways in which their teachers, peers, and families
affect them. Mims and Williams (2020) expound on the significance of outside factors related to
identity development among Black girls. The participants in this study expressed that they
perceive that their teachers do not value Black students in general. The girls also described
witnessing incidences of what they saw as unfair treatment and discipline of Black students by
teachers and administration. Existing studies describe discipline disparities, negative teacher
perceptions, and marginalization of Black students (Grant, 1984; Lim, 2008; Morris, 2007;
Pringle et al., 2012; West-Olatunji et al., 2020; Young et al, 2018). The girls also discussed
bullying and discrimination based on race, skin tone, and gender, which has been covered in
extant literature (Abrams et al., 2020; Mims & Williams, 2020). The girls talked about the
positive influence their families have on their self-perception and achievement (Braden et al.,
2020). Media, especially social media, are pervasive in the lives of the girls. This influence also
impacts the girls’ understanding of themselves and their race. The participants expressed both
the positive and negative influence of media. The benefit of media is the exposure to information
about history and social issues that the girls do not get at school. The harmful effects of media
on the girls are the perpetuation of stereotypes and unchecked bullying (Moody, 2009).
The participants also spoke to the concept of private regard. They expressed positive
personal attitudes toward Blackness. In line with existing research, this positive Black identity
helps the girls to overcome the perceived negative teacher and public perceptions (Chavous et al,
2003; Chavous et al., 2008; Davis, 2021; Graves, 2014; Thomas et al., 2009). It also helps them
to endure the negative experiences of bullying, microaggressions, and discrimination.
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The girls are not able to get the depth of support from school to achieve critical
consciousness (Busey & Walker, 2017; King, 2017). However, they do speak of the support
they receive from family and community programs. They are encouraged by family to focus on
positive attributes. Community programs provide safe spaces to gain a sense of belonging and
share experiences (Jones et al., 2018; Muhammad, 2012). The community programs also provide
opportunities for field trips and activities that expose the girls to Black history.
The girls also talked about experiences with issues that point to the complexity of Black
students’ educational experiences. Issues of colorism did come up in the interviews (Abrams et
al., 2020; Adams et al., 2020; Jones-DeWeever, 2009; Mims & Williams, 2020. Girls described
being teased and rejected at school because of their hair, shape, and skin tone. Also, due to
sexism and the objectification of women and girls that emphasizes the significance of beauty
standards for women and girls, dark-skinned Black girls are the most impacted by this kind of
prejudice (Abrams, 2020). They shared incidences of taunting and teasing and talked about the
negative impact this has had on their self-esteem.
Disagreement with Existing Research
Though the girls had virtually no exposure to Black history at school, they were still able
to develop enough positive Black identity to serve as a buffer against negative external attacks
against their development and experiences. The girls gained support from family and community
programs that fortified them. The girls saw this support as more than just an added benefit.
They saw it as essential to their development. They also sought information about Black identity
and Black history on their own.
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Limitations
The findings of a phenomenological study such as this was not and should not be
intended to be generalized due to the small sample size. There were only 10 participants coming
from three community programs. A much larger sample would have been needed to come to
conclusions that could be applied to dark-skinned Black girls as a whole.
It is also important to note that all of the girls in this study receive some kind of family
and/or community support. The girls described the support of their parents and extended family.
They also described the benefits of being a part of the community programs from which they
were recruited. This support could impact their educational experiences. This study does not
include the voices of girls who have no community and/or family support. Their educational
experiences might be significantly different.
Also, not having access to the school district programs could have impacted the results.
If I had access to the schools in the district, I would have been able to provide the explanation of
research and consent forms to whole classes in the schools. Instead, I had to recruit from
independent programs geographically located in the district but administratively separate from
the district and schools in the district. The explanation of research was provided to the program
directors to distribute to parents and students in their independent community-based programs.
The program directors did not necessarily give the documents to all of their students but only to
the girls they felt fit within the study parameters. The participants may have been screened prior
to my contact with them. This could have limited the fullness and diversity of the data.
While the homogenous sampling strategy provides intensification to reach a deeper, fuller
description of experience, the nature of having a homogenous sample meant that I did not have
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data from light skinned girls, boys, or girls from other parts of the diaspora to which to compare.
It is not certain that boys, light-skinned girls, girls from Africa or the Caribbean would not have
had similar experiences.
Positionality
I began this study as a dark-skinned African American woman who had experienced
negativity in the educational system. However, I was fortunate to develop a positive Black
identity through family support, personal research, and exposure during college. Gaining a depth
of knowledge about the contributions and history of African people helped me to make
connections between past and present that protected me against negative racial and self-concept.
Because I came to see my Black identity as an asset to me as a student, I sought to contribute to
the educational system as a teacher by supporting other students in developing a positive Black
identity. As a teacher, I wanted to make sure Black students were exposed to a rich, wide, and
thorough Black studies experience. Eventually, I became the teacher and adviser for a program
designed to encourage leadership, build self-esteem, and boost academic achievement among
Black and minority girls. There was already a program for boys. However, just as I found in
existing research, the girls were being ignored. Therefore, I started a program for them. It was at
this time that I recognized that I had myself ignored the needs of Black girls. This revelation led
me to reflect on and eventually research the needs of Black women and girls. Indeed, much of
what motivated me to want to do a study on the experiences of dark-skinned African American
girls is my own experience and this revelation. However, existing research confirmed both my
experience and the need for such a study.
At times, I found the experience of doing this study to be much like looking in a mirror.
For example, when the girls told me about being called the N-word, it was surreal. I was taken
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back to being called the N-word in sixth grade. However, I had to push myself to look past the
mirror, not by ignoring my own experience but by acknowledging how my experience might
affect my analysis. I learned through reflexivity that I do not have to ignore my own experience
but that I do have to be aware of it. I have to allow the voices and experiences of the girls to tell
their story, while at the same time recognizing that I also have a story. In hearing the story of
these girls, I understood my own story better. This research has inspired me to do more to bring
light to our story.
Implications
This study provides insights into the educational experience of an underrepresented and
underserved group, Black girls. Further, it lifts the voices and experience of one of the most
vulnerable groups of Black girls, darker-skinned African American girls. The findings in this
study contribute to educational research by confirming and adding to what is known about
supporting these girls educationally as they develop, discover, and understand who they are and
who they want to be.
Research connecting Black student self-concept to academic achievement dates back to
the outlawing of segregation in public schools (Clark & Clark, 1947). More research is needed
on the racial identity component of self-concept and how this internal development can be helped
or hurt by academic experience. Much of the research related to Black students focuses on Black
boys (Crenshaw et al., 2015). Investigation of the educational experiences and needs of Black
girls is needed. Black girls are a complex and varied group (Stalnaker-Shofner, 2020). One of
the complexities involves skin tone (Abrams et al., 2020; Adams et al., 2020; Jones-DeWeever,
2009; Mims & Williams, 2020). Though studies related to complexion and colorism do exist,
very few studies examine skin tone issues within the school environment. Fewer studies lift the
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voices of dark-skinned girls. This study provides a counternarrative to explore and describe how
dark-skinned Black girls perceive the relationships, incidents, interactions, and curricula they
experience at school in their own words. Analysis of their stories led to the following
recommendations for practice, policy, and research.
Recommendations for Practice and Policy
Researchers have already stated the importance of curricula that acknowledge the
contributions of Black people and that cover the history of Black people critically and in depth
(Busey & Walker, 2017; Ladson-Billings, 1995; King, 2017). Failing to do so is detrimental to
the self-concept and identity development of Black students (Chambers & Tabron, 2013; Mims
& Williams, 2020; Thomas et al., 2009). Black girls are particularly benefited by critical and
culturally relevant pedagogy (Chavous et al., 2008). The participants in this study said they are
getting little to no Black history exposure in school. The teachers failed to practice standards of
culturally relevant pedagogy by making sure to value and incorporate the cultural backgrounds
of the students. The participants confirmed that they are getting what Busey & Walker (2017)
and King (2017) refer to as sanitized Black history that focuses on a few common figures that
some see as nonthreatening. The girls repeatedly said that all they learn about is slavery, Martin
Luther King, and Rosa Parks. This limited Black history content will not provide the support for
these girls to achieve critical consciousness. Though the support from the girls’ families and
community programs have helped them to counter the negative messaging they receive from
media and school. It only strengthens them enough to endure and survive. These participants
stated that they are not able to speak up about what they experience. They explained that they
feel they need to mute themselves in order to avoid negative consequences. The school should
provide these students with the opportunity to learn, discuss, and think critically about Black
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history (Busey & Walker, 2017). This will move them from a position where they feel
victimized to a position where they feel knowledgeable and empowered to contribute to progress
(Bañales et al., 2020; Freire, 1970). These girls expressed that they are “good girls” but
“average” students. Students who achieve critical consciousness are more likely to excel in
school and beyond. Schools should support students in attainment of critical consciousness so
that they can not only survive but thrive. The students indicated the importance of having Black
teachers who the students felt could understand the students’ experiences. Recruiting more Black
teachers into teacher education programs and the teacher workforce serves Black students (Evans
& Leonard, 2013; Villegas et al., 2012; Villegas & Irvine, 2010). Currently, teachers and future
teachers, the majority of which are White, do not feel comfortable designing lessons or
facilitating discussions on Black history or race (Braden et al., 2020; Garrett, 2011; Henfield &
Washington, 2012; King, 2019; Ladson-Billings, 1995). This means that teachers and preservice
teachers need to be provided with the training, content knowledge, and support needed to support
their students and future students. Educators should also be made aware of colorism and its
effects on students so that the teachers can recognize when it occurs and appropriately address it
(McGee et al., 2016)
The students also said they gained benefits from classes that allowed them to explore
their interests and reflect on their experiences. Schools should continue to provide access to
career exploration and courses that include social-emotional training and support.
Currently, states are enacting policies against the kinds of curriculum inclusions that are
necessary to support critical consciousness in Black students. For example, the state of Florida
has banned critical race theory in school. The inclusion of in-depth study of Black history does
not equate to critical race theory. However, the application of the ban targets lessons that include
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negative aspects of American history. Excluding the topic of injustices against Black people
would also prohibit discussions that would nurture positive identity development for Black girls
to thrive. Therefore, legislators and advocates should act against such bans. In states where
prohibitions exist, teachers should arm themselves with a thorough understanding of standards
and mandates that support the teaching of Black history and cultural identity.
The girls discussed the positive impact of community programs. The organizations are
supplementing the education of these students. Therefore, it would be advantageous for these
girls’ positive identity development and educational achievement for states, districts, and other
entities to provide funding to make sure these programs have the training and resources they
need to continue to support Black girls. It may also be constructive for schools, teachers, and
traditional educational institutions to collaborate with the community programs to advance their
academic, cultural, and personal development. For example, schools could partner with
community programs by providing space for these programs after school. This would make it
easier for teachers to offer their expert knowledge on topics in which program volunteers may
lack the necessary training and awareness.
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Recommendations for Future Research
The limitation due to the size and scale of this study has already been discussed. A study
that includes a larger sample of darker-skinned African American girls would add to the
understanding of their educational experience. It would also be fruitful to hear about the
experiences of girls from various parts of the African diaspora, including the Caribbean and
Africa. It would also be worthwhile to include studies of girls from different regions of the
United States.
Through my interaction with the three programs included in this study, I learned about
the activities and resources provided to the participants. An intervention study that examines the
effectiveness of specific activities and resources as it relates to Black identity development and
positive self-concept would also be advantageous. I would also like to explore the potential for
intervention studies using participatory action research with these organizations. Because
teachers have difficulty finding ways to incorporate Black history into curricula, I would like to
explore an intervention that uses ancestry research as a Black history and personal history
heuristic for volunteers and girls in community programs.
Finally, I mentioned the absence of girls without community and/or family support.
There should be studies that focus on such girls to explore their educational experiences. These
girls would be an extremely vulnerable group. Therefore, their voices should be lifted.

Conclusion
This phenomenological study on the educational experiences of darker-skinned African
American girls opened my eyes to the perceptions, challenges, and ways of the girls during their
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journey to womanhood. Listening to the girls share and reflect on their stories provided me
insight into the collective academic experience of this group of Black girls during adolescence.
Researchers have studied the achievement gap between Black students and other groups.
However, there is little research that specifically addresses the needs of Black girls and even less
that explores the experiences of darker-skinned African American girls. There have also been
studies on the self-concept of Black children and the relationship to their educational success.
However, this study adds another layer of understanding Black students’ self-concept in terms of
internal experience. It adds to the body of knowledge by allowing the girls to share their
experience in their own words. Through their own voice, I learn about the personal journeys
toward self-awareness that involve Black identity development among this underrepresented
group, darker-skinned African American girls. I recorded and described the processes and
reactions to the processes of African American female students on their journey of selfdiscovery. The findings have implications for the way in which educators support the identity
development of those who have darker skin tones.
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A Phenomenological Study of Educational Experiences Among Dark-Skinned African American Girls During Adolescence

Pre-Interview Questionnaire
Assent
I agree to participate in this study.
a. Yes
b. No
If you do not agree to participate, you may stop here. If you agree to participate, please enter the
information below.
General Information
1. First & Last Name:
2. Current School & Other Schools Attended:
3. Current Grade Level:
4. Date of Birth:
5. City & Neighborhood:
6. Favorite Subject:
7. Extracurricular Activities:
8. Race:
9. Country of Birth:
10. Mother’s Country of Birth:
11. Father’s Country of Birth:
Personal Information
1. My skin tone is:
a. Very Dark Brown
b. Dark Brown
c. Medium Brown
d. Light Brown
e. Very Light Brown
2. A well-known person that I would compare my skin tone to is:
3. You may use this space if you would you like to add details about any of your answers or if you
would like to share anything else about your experiences as a Black girl.
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Code
average
Black history not
important
Black history not
taught
Black ppl need
BH
BH only in BHM
BH should be
more
Black Lives
Matter
Black Movies
Boundaries
Community
Disrespected
Don’t like school

Excluded
Expectations
Exploration
classes
Fun with friends
Good hair, bad
hair
Hard work
Haters make me
stronger
I don’t know BH
Ignored
I know it’s wrong
I like learning BH
I try my hardest
I’m different
I’m okay
It doesn’t bother
me
It’s hard being a
Black girl

Definition
The girls described themselves as not good or bad.
The girls expressed a perception that the school did not value Black history.
The girls did not experience BH lessons or activities.
The girls expressed that it would benefit BH would benefit Black people in
general.
The only experience with Black history was during Black History Month.
The girls expressed a desire to learn more about Black history.
The exposure to and understanding of BLM provided students with a sense of
pride as well as helped them make meaning of negative educational and societal
circumstances of themselves as individuals and Black people as a whole.
Watching movies in school, with family, or alone helped students gain some
understanding of Black history.
The experience of having others encroach upon one’s personal space.
Having the opportunity to connect with and commiserate with other Black girls
encouraged the girls
The girls said they were treated badly or spoken about in a negative way.
The girls expressed that negative experiences or lack of positive experiences at
school made them see it as a necessary evil and a requirement they have to put
up with.
Being left out or ostracized.
What is required by the school or society but not necessarily a natural behavior or
characteristic.
Courses created by the school or district to allow students to discover and
consider personal, academic, and career interests and possibilities.
Relaxing and enjoying social time while in school
The perception that hair that resembles phenotypically European texture is better
than that which is closer to the African phenotype
The experience of applying maximum effort to achieve results.
The girls came to accept the idea that societal perceptions of them might be
negative but they determined to use it as fuel.
Having little to no understanding of Black history.
The girls’ perception that they as well as their thoughts and feeling don’t matter,
especially to adults at school.
The awareness that previously held or societal perceptions of Black people and
Black girls is based on racism.
The girls expressed that learning Black history is fun and empowering.
Putting in maximum effort even in the face of obstacles and challenges.
The girls came to understand their uniqueness as something to be proud of.
The girls determined to see the best and/or make the best of their circumstances.
The expressed belief that negative experiences do not affect the girls or hold
them back.
The expression of challenges and obstacles faced and experienced.
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Code
It is what it is
It’s worth it
Late work
Learning BH
outside of school
Leaving to get
what I need
Light skin is
better
Love yourself
Microaggressions
No teacher
support
Nothing here for
m
Not trusted
N-word
Over-disciplined
Pain
Pride
Racism
Representation
Research on my
own
Rude Teachers
Slavery, Rosa,
MLK
Social media
Social Stress
Stay to myself
Stereotypes
Strength
Teachers out-ofpocket
Teasing
Therapy
They don’t care
They don’t know

Definition
The expression that negativity is to be expected and dealt with.
The expression that even though it is difficult and there are challenges, it is still
ultimately rewarding and fulfilling being a Black girl.
Teachers give girls the opportunity to make up assignments to improve their
grades.
The experience of gaining an awareness of Black history by means other than
traditional school.
Making the decision to leave an environment or stop an activity because it is not
meeting ones needs.
The perception that skin tone that resembles phenotypically European
complexion is better than that which is closer to the African phenotype
Coming to a positive internal perception of oneself.
Subtle comments that express negative and offensive attitudes based on race or
ethnicity.
Teachers do not respond to negative experiences of Black girls.
Activities that the girls perceive as interesting or fulfilling are unavailable at the
school.
The perception that Black girls are not seen as capable or trustworthy.
The experience of hearing the use of the N-word.
The perception that Black girls and students are disciplined more often or more
severely than other students.
The expression of sadness, anger, or frustration due to negative experiences.
The belief that Black people have made accomplishments and contributions that
should be valued.
The experience with unfairness or injustice based on race.
Having Black teachers and staff students can look up to.
Finding information and resources to gain an understanding of Black history
without the assistance of others.
The experience of teachers talking down to and or being confrontational.
The limited exposure to Black history that includes a cursory study, especially with
a focus on sanitized figures.
Gaining knowledge through participation in social media applications.
Negative experiences based on social interactions with peers.
The feeling that it is better to avoid social interactions
The application of generalized beliefs about a group to an individual
The belief that Black girls have the capability to endure and overcome hardship
Teachers flippantly make offensive comments.
Jokes are made about girls appearance or physical characteristics.
Seeking out and receiving support and advice from a professional to deal with
confusion and trauma.
The perception that teachers and administrators don’t care about Black girls
negative experiences.
The perception that White teachers don’t understand Black girls negative
experiences.
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Code
Uncomfortable
Unprotected
Unwelcome
Wall

Definition
The discomfort and awkwardness felt due to negative experiences.
The inaction on the part of teachers and administrators in the face of negative
experiences.
Experiences that demonstrate that Black girls are not wanted in spaces.
Using physical or emotional distance to protect oneself.
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